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Subject ABWR Standard Plant Design Certification Renewal Application
Design Control Document, Revision 5, Tier 1 and Tier 2

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy ("GEH") is pleased to request NRC renewal of the ABWR standard plant
design certification (10 CFR Part 52, Appendix A) and requests approval of an accompanying
amendment to the ABWR Design Control Document ("DCD"), Tier 1 and Tier 2. Revision 5 of the
ABWR DCD incorporates information associated with a change in the applicant, a containment
reanalysis, and an aircraft impact assessment. GE Nuclear Energy (predecessor of GEH) was the
original applicant for the ABWR certified design. Accordingly, GEH requests that the NRC retain the
original ABWR certified design as a separate appendix in 10 CFR Part 52 and issue a separate
appendix for other applicants seeking to amend the certified design. GEH discusses in Enclosure 1
the policy and safety basis for this request.

The six enclosures in this transmittal contain information related to the renewal request and the
revised DCD files:

" Enclosure 1 contains an explanation of the content of the application and identifies related
documents that may be provided under separate cover.

" Enclosure 2 contains an Introduction to the DCD, Revision 5.

" Enclosure 3 contains the Tier 1 and Tier 2 documents with "Security-Related Information"
protected from public disclosure under the provisions in 10 CFR 2.390. The security-related
information is marked with the designation "{{{Security-Related Information - Withhold Under
10 CFR 2.390}}}." GEH requests that the NRC withhold from public disclosure this information
in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.390.
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• Enclosure 4 contains public versions of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 from which the security-related
information has been withheld (i.e., redacted).

" Enclosure 5 contains the original GE Nuclear Energy Report 25A5680, "SAMDA Technical
Support Document for the ABWR", Revision 1, as submitted to the NRC in MFN 162-94,
December 21, 1994 (NRC Accession Number 9503290339; ML100210563). This GENE report
is being provided to the staff for convenience as a historical reference since the report was
originally submitted in 1994.

" Enclosure 6 contains the "Supplemental Environmental Report - Amendment to ABWR
Standard Design Certification," GEH Report 25A5680AA, required by NRC regulation 10 CFR
51.55(b) for an amendment to a design certification.

If you have any questions, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Richard E. Kingston
Vice President, ESBWR Licensing

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on the 7th day of December 2010.

Jerald G. Head
Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy Americas LLC
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Enclosures:

1. Description of the ABWR Design Certification Renewal Application
2. CD - ABWR DCD, Revision 5, Introduction
3. CD - ABWR DCD, Revision 5, Tier 1 and Tier 2 w/Security-Related Information
4. CD - ABWR DCD, Revision 5, Tier 1 and Tier 2 w/o Security-Related Information (Public

Version)
5. SAMDA Technical Support Document for the ABWR, Revision 1
6. CD - Supplemental Environmental Report - Amendment to ABWR Standard Design

Certification

cc: w/enclosures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

A. Muniz, NRC

cc: w/o enclosures 2, 3, 4 and 6

A. Cubbage, NRC
J. Head, GEH
H. Madronero, GEH
C. Reda, GEH
D. Roderick, GEH
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Enclosure 1

Enclosure 1

Description of the ABWR Design Certification Renewal Application

In accordance with 10 CFR 52.57(a), GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH) requests the NRC
renew the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) design certification (10 CFR Part 52,
Appendix A). The ABWR design certification rule, effective June 11, 1997, would otherwise
expire at the end of a period of fifteen years, or June 11, 2012. In addition, in accordance with
10 CFR 52.59(c), GEH requests NRC approval of an amendment to the DCD, as explained
further below.

Backaround

GE Nuclear Energy, predecessor of GEH, was the original applicant for the ABWR design
certification. The basic ABWR design was developed by a consortium of GE Nuclear Energy,
Hitachi, and Toshiba, and has been used in plants constructed in Japan. The NRC-certified
ABWR design is based on U.S. codes and standards that were in effect at the time of
certification. Currently, GEH is involved in two projects in Taiwan, Lungmen Units 3 and 4, for
which the design is based on the NRC-certified ABWR design. In addition, the Combined
License application for STP Units 3 and 4 references the ABWR design certification, with an
alternate vendor supplying the design. The STP application contains a significant number and a
broad scope of modifications to the certified design with which GEH is not involved.

Applicant

The renewal applicant is GEH, which is a designer of nuclear reactors, a supplier of nuclear
services, and a manufacturer of nuclear fuel. GEH is majority owned and controlled by a U.S.-
based company, General Electric, in alliance with Hitachi, a Japanese company. GEH conducts
business internationally, with headquarters in Wilmington, North Carolina. Technical
qualifications of GEH are included in the application documents, as described below. The
application has been prepared in accordance with the GEH Quality Assurance Program.

Standardization

In 1987, the Commission issued its Policy Statement on Nuclear Power Plant Standardization.
The Policy Statement encourages the use of standard plant designs and provides information
concerning certification of plant designs that are essentially complete in scope and level of detail
(52 Fed. Reg. 34884 (Sept. 15, 1987)). The Policy Statement explains that the intent of these
actions described therein "are to improve the licensing process and to reduce the complexity
and uncertainty in the regulatory process for standardized plants." The Policy Statement
concludes that the use of certified designs in future license applications should enhance and
benefit public health and safety, as well as contribute to stability and predictability in the
regulatory process. Consistent with the Policy Statement goals, the NRC developed the 10
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CFR Part 52 design certification process as a rulemaking to ensure, among other things, a high
level of finality for a standard design in license applications (see 73 Fed. Reg. 15372, 15373-
15378 (April 18, 1989)). Regulations in 10 CFR Part 52, and in the ABWR design certification
rule, limit changes to a standard design in the interest of standardization. In addition,
regulations for renewal of a design certification support maintaining the standard design as
originally certified, unless (1) the applicant requests an amendment, or (2) the NRC must
impose changes for assuring adequate protection. Note, however, that an applicant also must
address the requirements of 10 CFR 50.150 regarding aircraft impact assessment (see 10 CFR
52.59 ¶¶ (a), (b), and (c)).

The original ABWR design certification was the first action completed under 10 CFR Part 52
and, while benefits of a standard design certification are only beginning to be demonstrated,
GEH remains committed to the overall concept of standardization. GEH is, therefore,
maintaining essentially intact the original design information upon which the NRC based its
original certification decision, with a limited scope of proposed changes. GEH discussed this
approach with the NRC in a pre-application meeting February 23, 2010. In response to
questions during the meeting, GEH explained a strategy that may include a future request for a
more extensive amendment to the ABWR design certification that would incorporate departures
in a future Combined License application. Such a strategy better supports NRC regulations and
guidance for maintaining standard designs from several perspectives:

" First, an amendment requested as part of a request for renewal must meet NRC
regulations at the time of renewal (10 CFR 52.59(c)). By maintaining essentially intact
the original design information as part of the renewal, with only limited proposed
changes, GEH minimizes potentially conflicting regulatory requirements in the certified
design.

" Second, GEH is not currently involved in a U.S. reference plant project using the
certified ABWR design and, thus, an extensive amendment requested as part of a
renewal application at this time may not represent the set of changes that a U.S.
customer may ultimately request (note that GEH does not consider the STP Units 3 and
4 Combined License application as a reference for a GEH ABWR design due to the
significance and number of departures that incorporate Toshiba-Westinghouse detailed
design (including certain design changes), in which GEH has not been involved and for
which GEH cannot validate as consistent with the licensing basis for the original ABWR
design, as certified).

A third consideration for limiting the scope of changes to the ABWR certified design is
that NRC regulations include a provision that if an amendment requested as part of a
renewal application entails such an extensive change to the design certification that an
essentially new standard design is being proposed, an application for a design
certification must be filed in accordance with 10 CFR Part 52 (10 CFR 52.59(c)).

Further supporting standardization, GEH, as successor of the original applicant, requests that
the NRC incorporate no other design changes submitted as part of another entity's amendment
request into the ABWR certified design rule. Because GEH continues to support the viability of
the ABWR certified design through existing international projects and potential U.S. projects, it
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would be inappropriate for the NRC to disadvantage the original applicant of a design
certification by approving multiple, and potentially conflicting, changes that could result in an
internally conflicting certified design and one that relies on proprietary information of multiple
entities, thereby making it a design that no entity could fully support as a standard design.

Such a result is contrary to NRC's Policy Statement on standardization in that it could result in a
decrease in safety of the certified design. Accordingly, GEH requests that the NRC maintain the
original ABWR certified design as a GENE/GEH design by treating any other entity's
amendment request either as an essentially new standard design, depending upon the extent of
proposed changes (see 10 CFR 52.59(c)), or as a similar but separate ABWR design
certification in a new appendix to 10 CFR Part 52. Such action also is consistent with the spirit
of the Commission's original intent that a vendor whose design is certified through rulemaking
would have protection (through NRC regulations, the Administrative Procedure Act, and judicial
review) "against arbitrary amendment or recission of the certification rule" (73 Fed. Reg. at
15375).

Regulatory Compliance

NRC regulations for renewal of a design certification specify that a renewal may be granted if
the design, either as originally certified or as modified during the rulemaking on the renewal,
complies with the Atomic Energy Act and the Commission's regulations applicable and in effect
at the time the certification was issued, provided, however, that the first time the Commission
issues a rule granting the renewal for a standard design certification in effect on July 13, 2009,
the Commission shall, in addition, find that the renewed design complies with the applicable
requirements of 10 CFR 50.150 (see 10 CFR 52.59(a)). As noted above, GEH addresses the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.150 regarding aircraft impact assessment in the application.

Table 1 below provides an assessment of the application as compared to NRC regulatory
requirements for renewal of a design certification application. NRC regulations do not require
that the design certification meet regulations in effect at the time of renewal, except as related to
associated amendments. Therefore, the current requirements in 10 CFR 52.47, "Contents of
Applications, Technical Information," are not addressed in Table 1.

GEH reviewed the items listed in 10 CFR 52.47 for any that might relate to the proposed
amendment to the DCD. GEH addresses below under "Application Documents" (1) technical
qualifications of GEH as the applicant (10 CFR 52.47(a)(7)), and (2) conformance to the
Standard Review Plan section applicable to the containment analysis (10 CFR 52.47(a)(9)).
GEH acknowledges that additional information may be addressed or reconciled in future
Combined License applications that reference the ABWR certified design or in a future
amendment request for the ABWR certified design rule.

In addition, 10 CFR 52.47 ¶I (a)(21) and (a)(22) require discussion of resolution of certain
generic issues and incorporation of operating experience into the design. Although these
requirements are not specifically applicable to the proposed amendment included in the renewal
application, information on these two requirements is discussed further below.
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Application Documents

Applicant: GEH is the applicant of the renewal request. Changes to the original design
certification are minimized, as described herein and in the spirit of standardization, as discussed
above. Aside from the limited scope changes, GEH has, however, identified those specific
references'to GE Nuclear Energy and changes each instance, as appropriate, to refer to GEH
as the applicant. GEH considers this overall change as administrative and discusses it no
further for purposes of this application, except to the extent that the technical qualifications of
GEH are described in the application documents.

Design Control Document: NRC regulations in 10 CFR Part 52, Subpart B, set forth the type
of information that must be included in a design certification application. Because GEH is
submitting an application for renewal of the previously certified ABWR design, the application
contains a complete final safety analysis report in the form of a Design Control Document (DCD)
that describes the standard design information. Regarding the specific amendments included in
this renewal application, GEH submits Revision 5 of the ABWR DCD, in total to reflect the
changes, as marked with revision bars on the right side of the affected pages (note that the
design certification was based on Revision 4 of the DCD). The specific sections that include
proposed changes are identified in a change list that accompanies the DCD.

The DCD changes are limited to addressing technical requirements of GEH as the new entity
applicant (see Section 1.4), correcting the containment peak pressure analysis to reflect a more
limiting line break that GEH identified and discussed in MFN 09-306 (June 8, 2009,
ML100640164), and incorporating the results of an assessment of aircraft impact according to
requirements in 10 CFR 52.59(a) and 10 CFR 50.150. A public version of the DCD and a
SUNSI version of the DCD, which contains certain security-related information that is withheld
from disclosure from the public, are provided in electronic media.

DCD Introduction: GEH also includes a copy of the DCD Introduction that was submitted with
the original certified design material. The DCD Introduction includes information that explains
the process used in the design certification and in development of the DCD. For example, the
DCD Introduction includes a list of the sections of the DCD that contain information determined
by the NRC to be Tier 2* information during the original design certification rulemaking activity.

Applicant's Supplemental Environmental Report - Amendment to Standard Design
Certification: According to NRC regulations in 10 CFR51.55(b)1 , an amendment to a design

§ 51.55 Environmental report-standard design certification.

(b) Each applicant for an amendment to a design certification shall submit with its application a separate
document entitled, "Applicant's Supplemental Environmental Report - Amendment to Standard Design
Certification." The environmental report must address whether the design change which is the subject of
the proposed amendment either renders a severe accident mitigation design alternative previously
rejected in an environmental assessment to become cost beneficial, or results in the identification of new
(footnote continued)
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certification must include a supplemental Environmental Report (ER). Because GEH is
proposing amendments to the design certification, a supplemental ER applies to the application.
Although GEH determined that the original 'Severe Accident Mitigation Design Alternative
(SAMDA) assessment is not impacted by the proposed changes to the DCD, the supplemental
ER discusses the design changes and provides the necessary explanations and justifications for
this conclusion. The original SAMDA Technical Support Document for the ABWR was submitted
to the NRC in MFN 162-94, December 21, 1994 (NRC Accession Number 9503290339;
ML100210563). A copy of the original SAMDA report (Enclosure 5) is provided for reference
along with the supplemental ER (Enclosure 6).

Conformance with Standard Review Plan: For the proposed changes to the DCD associated
with the containment peak pressure reanalysis, the results of the reanalysis and the bases for
the changes are discussed in Revision 5 of the DCD. NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan"
(SRP), Section 6.2.1.1.C, "Pressure-Suppression Type BWR Containments" (Rev. 7, March
2007), addresses analytical models that are acceptable for calculating the containment peak
pressure and temperature. The SRP states for the ABWR:

For ABWR plants, the calculated results for containment short-term and long-
term response to postulated line breaks are based on the General Electric Mark
/// (ABWR) analytical model that was used in the ABWR standard plant analysis
evaluated by the NRC in the ABWR FSER.

GEH has followed the analytical modeling and has described the assumptions in Revision 5 of
the DCD. The SRP also discusses margins in terms of a construction permit and at the
operating stage. The DCD is essentially the basis for a license, so the DCD describes the
results in terms of the margin to the design values for demonstrating conformance to the SRP:

For BWR pressure-suppression plants at the operating license stage, the
peak calculated containment pressure and differential pressure should be
less than the design values.

Refer to Revision 5 of the DCD, Section 6.2 and Appendix 3B, for indications of changes
associated with the containment reanalysis.

SUNSI Proprietary Information and Security-Related Information: Proprietary information
associated with the original design certification review was submitted as part of the Standard
Safety Analysis Report (SSAR). Because of the nature of the information, it was not
incorporated into the DCD, but remained as part of the SSAR. This information has not been
revised as part of amendments in Revision 5 of the DCD. Accordingly, the information is not
resubmitted as part of the renewal application. GEH is, however, prepared to submit the
information in a separate transmittal, if the NRC requests.

severe accident mitigation design alternatives that may be reasonably incorporated into the design
certification.
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In the February 23, 2010, pre-application meeting, GEH informed the NRC that it planned to
submit a Technical Report regarding the containment reanalysis and containing any associated
proprietary information. GEH has determined that sufficient non-proprietary information is
included in the DCD. Therefore, no Technical Report is submitted as part of the renewal
application. In addition, NRC previously suspended its review of GEH ABWR Licensing Topical
Reports (LTRs) that were associated with changes to the DCD as part of the STP Units 3 and 4
projects. The review should remain suspended, as these LTRs are not related to the renewal
application.

No additional proprietary information is associated with the amendment included as part of the
renewal application. Certain information is considered SUNSI-Security-Related Information and
is redacted from the DCD consistent with the redactions in Revision 4 posted on the NRC
website. GEH considered this the best approach so as to avoid any inconsistencies in the
treatment of sensitive information.

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA): GEH has not revised the PRA that was performed for
the original certified design. Therefore, there are no changes to Chapter 19, which describes
the results of the PRA. Amendments to Chapter 19 are, however, included to address the
aircraft impact assessment. Specific changes are identified in the change list accompanying the
DCD.

Safe-guards Information: Certain changes are reflected in the safeguards information that was
part of the original certified design. No changes to the safeguards information are proposed for
the amendment. Accordingly, that information is not re-submitted to the NRC. However, GEH is
prepared to provide this information if the NRC so requests.

Restricted Data/Classified Information: No restricted data or classified information is
applicable to the ABWR certified design information.

Operating Experience and Generic Issues: Regarding operating experience, GEH discussed
its review of 10 CFR Part 21 with regards to the ABWR in MFN 09-306 (June 8, 2009,
ML100640164). As described in the letter, the containment analysis was in error. The
proposed amendment included with the renewal application addresses the containment
reanalysis that has been performed to address the previous error.

Table 2 below addresses certain generic issues according to guidance in NRC Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.206, Section C.IV.8, Guidance.2 As shown in Table 2, GEH describes where and

2 RG 1.206, C.IV.8: "Appendix B to NUREG-0933 lists generic issues that are applicable to future reactor

plants. The applicant should address those items in Appendix B to NUREG-0933 that are designated USI,
HIGH, MEDIUM, NOTE 1 (possible resolution identified for evaluation), NOTE 2 (resolution available
(documented in NUREG, NRC memorandum, SER, or equivalent)), CONTINUE, and NOTE 6 (new
requirements for future plants recommended). The agency resolved those items in Appendix B marked by
NOTE 3(a) or I with an effective date for future plants by establishing new regulatory requirements and/or
positions (rule, regulatory guide, SRP change, or equivalent). Therefore, if the application addresses
these items elsewhere, it need not address them again under the requirements of 10 CFR 52.79(a)(20).
(footnote continued)
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how the generic issues were addressed as part of the original design certification in the DCD
and identifies those that would need to be addressed at a later time in a Combined License
application or in a future DCD amendment outside of the renewal scope. No changes to the
DCD are proposed at this time to address any of these generic issues.

Applicants should address those generic issues for which the "Future Plants Effective Date" column

includes either no entry or "TBD."" GEH NOTE: The information in Table 2 is focused on the items within
this specific scope.
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Table 1. Regulatory Compliance

§ 52.55 Duration of certification.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, a
standard design certification issued under this subpart is valid
for 15 years from the date of issuance.
(b) A standard design certification continues to be valid
beyond the date of expiration in any proceeding on an
application for a combined license or an operating license
that references the standard design certification and is
docketed either before the date of expiration of the
certification, or, if a timely application for renewal of the
certification has been filed, before the Commission has..
determined whether to renew the certification. A design
certification also continues to be valid beyond the date of
expiration in any hearing held under § 52.103 before
operation begins under a combined license that references
the design certification.
(c) An applicant for a construction permit or a combined
license may, at its own risk, reference in its application a
design for which a design certification application has been
docketed but not wanted.

The original ABWR design certification expires June 11, 2012, if not
renewed, but may remain valid under timely renewal once an
application for renewal is filed and before the Commission has
made a decision on the renewal request. The GEH application
should trigger timely renewal while the NRC review proceeds.

§ 52.57 Application for renewal.

(a) Not less than 12 nor more than 36 months before the Because the original ABWR design certification expires June 11,
ý 2012, an application for renewal must be filed within the period of
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expiration or me initial 7 o-year penoo, or any iarer renewai
period, any person may apply for renewal of the certification.
An application for renewal must contain all information
necessary to bring up to date the information and data
contained in the previous application. The Commission will
require, before renewal of certification, that information
normally contained in certain procurement specifications and
construction and installation specifications be completed and
available for audit if this information is necessary for the
Commission to make its safety determination. Notice and
comment procedures must be used for a rulemaking
proceeding on the application for renewal. The Commission,
in its discretion, may require the use of additional procedures
in individual renewal proceedings.

June 11, 2UUU, and June 11, 2U11. I me UILH application tails witnin
this time period.

GEH has determined two issues to bring up to date the information
and data contained in the original certified Design Control
Document, Revision 4, according to (1) GEH identification of an
error in the containment peak pressure analysis (see MFN 09-306
(June 8, 2009, ML100640164) and (2) NRC requirements of 10
CFR 50.150 to address aircraft impacts in a design certification
renewal application as follows:

10 CFR 50.150 (a)(3)(iii)(B) Renewal of standard design
certifications in effect on July 13, 2009 which have not been
amended to comply with the requirements of this section by
the time of application for renewal.

Regarding the level of detail of information, GEH addresses
these two issues consistent with the level of detail in the
original certified design information submitted on the docket.
Revision 5 of the Design Control Document contains updated
information regarding the two issues described above and the
supporting engineering information is available for audit by the
NRC during its review of the application.

GEH recognizes that the NRC rulemaking process will be used to
renew the ABWR design certification and that this process will
include a notice and comment procedure, as well as other
procedures that the Commission may require.

(b) A design certification, either original or renewed, for which
a timely application for renewal has been filed remains in
effect until the Commission has determined whether to renew
the certification. If the certification is not renewed, it continues

As noted above, GEH submits its application for renewal within the
time period prescribed by NRC regulations. Thus, the application
should be subject to timely renewal.
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to be valid in certain proceedings, in accordance with the
provisions of § 52.55.
(c) The Commission shall refer a copy of the application for GEH understands that an ACRS review will be conducted during
renewal to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards the NRC review process for the renewal application.
(ACRS). The ACRS shall report on those portions of the
application which concern safety and shall apply the criteria
set forth in § 52.59.

§ 52.59 Criteria for renewal.

(a) The Commission shall issue a rule granting the renewal if The GEH application includes changes related to a reanalysis of the
the design, either as originally certified or as modified during containment peak pressure. For this issue, there are no changes in
the rulemaking on the renewal, complies with the Atomic regulatory requirements applicable to this issue. Therefore, the
Energy Act and the Commission's regulations applicable and application complies with this provision of the regulations.
in effect at the time the certification was issued, provided,
however, that the first time the Commission issues a rule Regarding the aircraft impact assessment required by 10 CFR
granting the renewal for a standard design certification in 50.150, GEH has included applicable changes to the Design
effect on July 13, 2009, the Commission shall, in addition, Control Document to describe results of the assessment in
find that the renewed design complies with the applicable accordance with 10 CFR 50.150. Thus, the application complies
requirements of 10 CFR 50.150. with this provision of the regulations.

(b) The Commission may impose other requirements if it GEH has addressed issues that it considers necessary to amend

determines that: the Design Control Document for maintaining adequate protection
to the public, to address changes to NRC regulations that impose

(1) They are necessary for adequate protection to public additional requirements on the renewal of a design certification.
health and safety or common defense and security; GEH has not proposed additional changes and, thus, the remainder

(2) They are necessary for compliance with the Commission's of the Design Control Document maintains the NRC conclusions on

regulations and orders applicable and in effect at the time the the original certified design.
design certification was issued; or

(3) There is a substantial increase in overall protection of the
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public health and safety or the common defense and security
to be derived from the new requirements, and the direct and
indirect costs of implementing those requirements are
iustified in view of this increased protection.

4

(c) In addition, the applicant for renewal may request an
amendment to the design certification. The Commission shall
grant the amendment request if it determines that the
amendment will comply with the Atomic Energy Act and the
Commission's regulations in effect at the time of renewal. If
the amendment request entails such an extensive change to
the design certification that an essentially new standard
design is being proposed, an application for a design
certification must be filed in accordance with this subpart.

GEH requests amendment to the Design Control Document to
include the two issues described above. These two issues
represent minimal changes and do not represent "such an
extensive change" to the Design Control Document that a new
standard design is being proposed. While GEH noted above that
the containment peak pressure reanalysis complies with NRC
regulations that were in place at the time of certification, as required
by 10 CFR 52.59(a), the amendment also complies with current
applicable NRC regulations. GEH expects that the applicable
regulations will remain the same during the NRC review of the
application. However, if the NRC amends those regulations during
the time period of its review, GEH will review such amendments to
determine if any further changes are necessary.

Regarding the requirements in 10 CFR 50.150, the application
addresses applicable requirements for renewal of a design
certification, as described above.

(d) Denial of renewal does not bar the applicant, or another
applicant, from filing a new application for certification of the
design, which proposes design changes that correct the
deficiencies cited in the denial of the renewal.

GEH does not expect that the NRC will deny the request for
renewal. However, if any deficiencies in the proposed design
changes are identified, GEH expects that the NRC will discuss any
such deficiencies in the proposed design changes with GEH
(through the NRC process for requesting additional information
following acceptance of the application) so that GEH may correct
those in order for NRC to proceed with its review.
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§ 52.61 Duration of renewal.

Each renewal of certification for a standard design will be for GEH requests that the NRC renew the ABWR design certification
not less than 10, nor more than 15 years. for the full 15 years.
10 CFR Part 52, Appendix A

VII. Duration of This Appendix This section is directly from the current ABWR design certification
rule 10 CFR Part 52, Appendix A. It is consistent with the

This appendix may be referenced for a period of 15 years requirements discussed above and does not impact content of the
from June 11, 1997 except as provided for in 10 CFR DCD.
52.55(b) and 52.57(b). This appendix remains valid for an
applicant or licensee who references this appendix until the
application is withdrawn or the license expires, including any
period of extended operation under a renewed license.
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Table 2. ABWR Review -- NUREG-0933, Appendix B,

"Applicability of NUREG-0933 Issues to Operating and Future Reactor Plants"

Regulatory Guide 1.206, Section C.IV.8, Guidance

Review of Items Marked With No Entry or as "TBD''

TMI Action Items I.A
through III.D.4

TMI Action Plan Items The TMI action items were resolved during the original design certification, as
described in the DCD. See Tier 2, Section 1A, of ABWR DCD.

A-12 Fracture Toughness of This GSI is not applicable to ABWR.
Steam Generator and
Reactor Coolant Pump
Supports (former USI)

A-25 Non-Safety Loads on This item was resolved in the ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 19B.2.9, in the original,
Class 1 E Power design certification:
Sources

The ABWR design assures the reliability and safety of the Class 1 E power sources
and safety-related systems by a highly selective connection (i.e., only one subsystem)
of nonsafety-related equipment and strict control of the interface between this
subsystem and Class 1E power system. Each safety related system conforms to the
requirements of IEEE Standard384 (Reference 19B.2.9-2) and meets RG 1.75
(Reference 19B.2.9-3) and addresses IEEE Standard 279 (Reference 19B.2.9-5).
The ABWR design incorporates three independent Class 1 E diesel generators (DGs)
and a non-Class 1 E combustion turbine generator (CTG). The CTG is designed to
automatically and independently assume the plant investment protection (PIP) loads,
should a LOPP [loss of preferred power] event occur. This is in much the same

Note that the information is largely extracted from the referenced section of the DCD.
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manner as the D(s assume the Class 1 E loads for the same event. Therefore, it is
not necessary for the Class 1E buses to assume the PIP loads. (See Subsections
8.2.1 and 8.3.1.) The ABWR design excludes non-Class 1E from the Class 1E buses,
with the exception of the fine-motion control rod drive (FMCRD) subsystem, the
associated AC standby lighting system, and the associated DC emergency lighting
system. The reliability of the FMCRD subsystem is enhanced for the anticipated
transient without scram (ATWS) event by using Class 1 E power for the drive motors.
Class 1 E load breakers in the switchgear are part of the isolation scheme between the
Class 1 E power and the non-Class 1 E FMCRD loads. In addition to the normal
overcurrent tripping of these load breakers, zone selective interlocking (ZSI) is
provided between them and the upstream Class 1 E bus feed breakers. The Class 1 E
load breakers, in conjunction with the ZSI feature, provides the needed isolation
between the Class 1E bus and the non-Class 1E loads. (See Subsection 8.3.1.1.1 for
more details on this feature relative to the FMCRD power circuits.) Since both the
safety systems and their Class 1 E power supplies conform to the requirements of
IEEE Standard 384 and meet the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.75, an acceptable level
of safety exists for both the safety systems and their Class 1 E power supplies.
Therefore, this issue is resolved for the ABWR.

A-35 Adequacy of Offsite This item was resolved in the ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 19B.2. 11, in the original
Power Systems design certification:

The conceptual design of an offsite power system and station switchyard(s) for the
ABWR design is given in Section 8.-2. The interface requirements will ensure that the
switchyard(s) provide redundant offsite power feed capability to the nuclear unit,
consisting of two preferred power circuits, each capable of supplying the necessary
safety loads and other equipment. The ABWR onsite power systems are described in
Section 8.3, and include three redundant and independent 6.9kV Class 1 E safety
buses. The incoming source breakers trip upon loss of normal power, and emergency
power is provided to each Class 1 E bus by separate and independent diesel
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generator (DG) units. A combustion turbine generator automatically assumes the plant
investment protection loads, but can be used to manually provide back-up power for
any Class 1 E bus, should a DG fail or be out of service. The Class 1 E AC Power
Systems are described in Subsection 8.3.1.1. Protection against degraded voltage is
specifically addressed in Subsection 8.3.1.1.7(8). The protection schemes are
designed according to the recommendations of IEEE Standard 741 (Reference
19B.2.11-3), which is consistent with the guidance of BTP PSB-1. The ABWR
Standard Plant Class 1 E auxiliary power system is designed in compliance with
General Design Criterion (GDC) 18 (Reference 19B.2.11-4) so that inspection,
maintenance, calibration and testing can be carried out with a minimum of
interference with operation of the nuclear unit, as described in Subsection 8.3.1.1.5.3.
On-line testing is greatly enhanced by the design, which utilizes three independent
Class 1 E divisions. Indication of the system unavailability is provided in the control
room. A Technical Specification establishes limiting conditions for operations,
surveillance requirements, trip setpoints with minimum and maximum limits, and
allowable values for the undervoltage protection sensors and associated time delay
devices. Protection of the Class 1 E power supplies to safety-related equipment from
the effects of an undervoltage condition of the offsite power source thus conforms to
the guidance of BTP PSB-1, and this issue is, therefore, resolved for the ABWR
Standard Plant design.

B-36 Develop Design, This item was resolved in the ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 19B.2.21, in the original
Testing, and design certification:
Maintenance Criteria for
Atmosphere Cleanup The filter systems required to perform safety-related functions following a design basis
System Air Filtration and accident are the standby gas treatment system (SGTS) and the control room
Adsorption Units for habitability system as described in Sections 6.4 (Habitability Systems) and 9.4.1.1
Engineered Safety (Control Room Habitability Area HVAC), and Subsection 6.5.1 (Engineered Safety
Feature Systems and Features Filter Systems). The SGTS consists of two parallel and redundant filter
for Normal Ventilation trains. Each filter train is designed to have a HEPA filter installed at both inlet and
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redundant divisions. Each division consists of an emergency filtration unit. A HEPA
filter is also provided before and after the charcoal adsorber of each emergency
filtration unit. The HEPA filters of these systems will be tested periodically with DOP
using the installed instrumentation in conformance with the guidance of SRP Table
6.5.1-1 and as described in Appendix 6B, for SGTS, and Appendix 9D, for CRHA
HVAC systems and test connections as required by RG 1.52. Additionally, both of
these systems address RG 1.52 as described in Subsection 6.5.1.3.5, Appendix 6A
(compliance with RG 1.52), Subsection 9.4.1.1.7 (RG 1.52 Compliance Status), and
Appendix 9C. Air filtration and adsorption units are not required for normal ventilation
on ABWR, since there are no requirements for safety-related adsorption units in
normal operations, except for the incinerator off-gas exhaust which is directed to a
separate monitor vent (Subsection 9.4.6.5.3). Therefore, RG 1.140 is not applicable.
Thus, Issue B-36 is resolved for ABWR.

B-63 Isolation of Low
Pressure Systems
Connected to the
Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary

This item was resolved in the ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 19B.2.25, in the original
design certification:

All pressure containing components including all high pressure to low pressure safety-
related system boundary valves used in the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR)
Standard Plant design are identified as Safety Class 1, 2, or 3, and are designed,
manufactured, and tested in accordance with the guidelines of the ASME Code,
Section III. (See Subsections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3 for Seismic Classification, Quality
Group Classifications, and Safety Classifications, respectively. Table 3.2-1 provides a
cross-reference between safety and code classifications.) Boundary valves will be
periodically inservice tested in accordance with the provisions of ASME Code, Section
Xl, to assure operational integrity as well as to Subsection IWV requirements for each
valve category. Code Class 1, 2, and 3 valves will be categorized according to
Subarticle IWV-2100. Valve test requirements and valve performance testing
frequency are listed in the Subsections 3.9.6, 3.9.6.2, 3.9.6.2.1, 3.9.6.2.2, and
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in summary, tne riign r'ressure ana LOW rressure system Dounaary
interface valves are designed, manufactured, pre-operational tested, and in-service
tested according to the guidelines of the ASME Code and satisfy the intent of SRP
Section 3.9.6, Revision 2. Therefore, Generic Safety Issue B-63 is resolved for the
ABWR design.

C-10 Effective Operation of This item was resolved in the ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 19B.2.28, in the original
Containment Sprays in design certification:
a LOCA

The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system provides two independent containment
spray cooling systems (on loops B and C) each having a common header in the
wetwell and a common spray header in the drywell and sufficient capacity for
containment depressurization by removing heat and condensing steam in both the
drywell and wetwell air volumes following a LOCA. The drywell sprays also function to
provide removal of fission products released during a LOCA as well as in the event of
failure of the drywell head. The RHR system pumps water from the suppression pool,
through the RHR heat exchangers into the wetwell and drywell spray spargers in the
primary containment. The-drywell spray mode is initiated by operator action post-
LOCA in the presence of high drywell pressure, and is terminated by operator action.
Also, drywell spray is terminated automatically as the RHR injection valve starts to
open, (which results from a LOCA and reactor depressurization). The wetwell spray
mode is initiated by operator action, and is terminated automatically by a LOCA or
terminated by operator action. The water in the 304L stainless-steel-lined
suppression pool is maintained at high purity (low corrosion attack) by the
Suppression Pool Cleanup (SPCU) System. In the event of a LOCA, the SPCU
function is automatically terminated to accomplish containment isolation. The pH
range (5.3-8.9) is maintained to minimize any corrosive attack on the pool liner (304L
SS) over the life of the plant. The post-LOCA aqueous phase pH in all areas of
containment will have a flat time history (i.e., the liquid coolant will remain at its design
basis pH throughout the event). The use of organic coatings within the containment
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containment liner, internal steel structures and equipment inside the drywell and
wetwell. The epoxy coatings are specified to meet the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.54 and are qualified using the standard ANSI tests, including ANSI N1 01.4.
All safety-related equipment in the containment is environmentally qualified, and
protected against spray actuation (Section 3.11). The system design adheres to the
appropriate criteria guidelines of ANSI/ANS 56.5-1979. Application of accepted human
factors principles and methodologies to the RHR System instrumentation and controls
design minimizes the possibility of inadvertent actuation as a result of operator error
(Subsection 18.3.1). Pre-operational testing for operability is performed on the RHR
Containment Spray Subsystem (Subsection 14.2.12.1.8). Technical
Specifications/Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) of the RHR Containment
Spray Subsystem and the Primary Containment System are given in Chapter 16,
Section 3.6. It should be noted that credit is not taken for any fission product removal
provided by the drywell and wetwell spray portions of the RHR system. The quantity
of fission products released into the environment following postulated accidents is
controlled by the standby gas treatment system (SGTS) that has the redundancy and
capability to filter the gaseous effluent from the primary and the secondary
containment. The ABWR Design fulfills the requirements of General Design Criteria
41, 42, and 43 relating to fission product removal, periodic inspection, and functional
testing by conforming to the criteria guidelines of SRP Section 6.5.2, Revision 2
(Subsections 3.1.2.4.12.2, 3.1.2.4.13.2, and 3.1.2.4.14.2). In summary, the ABWR
design meets the intent of the criteria guidelines of SRP Section 6.5.2, Revision 2,
and BTP MTEB 6-1 in order to fulfill the function of reducing the concentration of
radioactive iodine and particulates in the containment atmosphere during and after a
LOCA, while also minimizing the probability of initiating stress corrosion cracking of
stainless steel in the safeguard systems. Design features also minimize the probability
of inadvertent actuation of the RHR Containment Spray subsystem or the SGTS, thus
minimizing possible damage to safety-related equipment in the containment.
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Technical Specifications/LCOs are also provided. Issue C-10 in NUREG-0933 is,
therefore, resolved for the ABWR Standard Plant design.

GSI-75 Generic Implications of This item was resolved in the ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 19B.2.38, in the original
ATWS Events at the design certification:
Salem Nuclear Plant

The reactor protection (trip) system (RPS) design provides the capability for the
ABWR to satisfy the NRC requirements indicated in Generic Letter 83-28 and in
NUREG-1 000. Execution of the programs in the Acceptance Criteria fall primarily into
the phase of operations and maintenance that are the responsibility of the COL
applicant. However, Section 3.2 provides the safety-related classification of principal
components for the second criterion of the Acceptance Criteria. Therefore, this issue,
75, is resolved for ABWR.

GSI-86 Long Range Plan for This item was resolved in the ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 19B.2.41, in the original
Dealing with Stress design certification:
Corrosion Cracking in
BWR Piping For the ABWR, IGSCC resistance is achieved through the use of Type 316 stainless

steel and compliance with the guidelines of NUREG-0313. All materials are supplied
in the solution heat treated condition. During fabrication, any heating operations
(except welding) between 800 K (4270C) and 1255 K (9820C) are avoided, unless
followed by solution heat treatment. The ABWR water is maintained at the lowest
practically achievable impurity levels to minimize its corrosion potential. In summary,
only stainless steel Type 316 material is used and the piping is fabricated, tested and
installed in accordance with ASME Code, Section III, (Reference 19B.2.41-3) and
NUREG-0313. Also, the owner-operator is required to comply with ASME Code,
Section Xl, (Reference 19B.2.41-3) for the performance of inservice inspection.
Therefore, this issue is resolved for the ABWR Standard Plant design.

GSI-89 Stiff Pipe Clamps This item was resolved in the ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 19B.2.43, in the original
design certification:
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r-or me movvm, mne TOiiowing surr pipe clamp parameters wiii De very similar To tnose
for the BWR stiff pipe clamps evaluated in the calculations summarized above:

* Stiff pipe clamp geometry and material properties
" Pipe schedule and material properties
* Support rated loads less than or equal to 2.26E+05 N
" Piping system operating pressures and temperatures and operating transients
* Piping stresses at branch connections and elbows much greater than at stiff

clamp locations

Therefore, it can be concluded that the governing ABWR piping stresses will not occur
at stiff pipe clamp locations. For the ABWR, the piping design specifications shall
require that stiff pipe clamps be installed on straight runs of pipe or on bends with a
radius of at least five pipe diameters. The pipe clamp induced stresses for NSS piping
can then be considered negligible and do not warrant explicit consideration. The
piping design specifications shall require that if stiff clamps are used on other than
NSS piping, the stresses they induce will be considered. This issue is resolved for the
ABWR.

GSI-124 Auxiliary Feedwater This issue is not applicable to BWRs and, therefore, is resolved for the ABWR (see
System Reliability ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 19B.2.51, in the original design certification).

GSI-1 63 Multiple Steam This is a PWR issue and is not applicable to ABWR.
Generator Tube
Leakage

GSI-186 Potential risk and This item was resolved in the ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 9.1.5.5, in the original
consequences of heavy design certification:
load drops

9.1.5.5 Safety Evaluations
The cranes, hoists, and related lifting devices used for handling heavy loads either
satisfy the single-failure guidelines of NUREG-0612, Subsection 5.1.6, including
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NUREG-0554 or evaluations are made to demonstrate compliance with the
recommended guidelines of Section 5.1, including Subsections 5.1.4 and 5.1.5. The
equipment handling components over the fuel pool are designed to meet the single-
failure-proof criteria to satisfy NUREG-0554. Redundant safety interlocks and limit
switches are provided to prevent transporting heavy loads other than spent fuel by the
refueling bridge crane over any spent fuel that is stored in the spent-fuel storage pool.
A transportation routing study will be made of all planned heavy load handling moves
to evaluate and minimize safety risks. Safety evaluations of related light loads and
refueling handling tasks in which heavy load equipment is also used are covered in
Subsection 9.1.4.3. The CRD and RIP maintenance equipment on the rotating bridge
below the RPV used during refueling operation will be withdrawn through the
personnel equipment tunnel to outside primary containment.

GSI-189 Susceptibility of Ice This item was resolved in the ABWR DCD Tier 2, Section 19B.2.18A-48, in the
Condenser original design certification:
containments to early
failure from hydrogen The ABWR containment is inerted and per 10 CFR 50.34 (f)(2)(ix) can withstand the
combustion during a pressure and energy addition from a 100% fuel-clad metal-water reaction. However, in
severe accident the ABWR, there are no design-basis events that result in core uncovery or core
(includes Mark III heatup sufficient to cause significant metal-water reaction. Section 6.2.5.3 states that
containments) this is equivalent to the reaction of the active clad to a depth of 5.842E-3 mm

(0.00023 inches) or 0.72% of the active clad. Therefore, this issue is resolved for the
ABWR.

GSI-191 Assessment of Debris This is a PWR issue and is not applicable to ABWR.
Accumulation on PWR
Sump Performance

GSI-193 BWR ECCS Suction DCD, Tier 2, Section 199B.2.2 A-i, addresses Water Hammer. To the extent that
Concerns (gas additional action is deemed necessary, this issue would be addressed in a COLA or in
intrusion) a future amendment of the design certification. No changes to the ABWR certified

design are included in the renewal application to address GSI-1 93.
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Implications of updated To the extent that any COLA may reference the ABWR certified design, the applicant
seismic hazard could determine if GSI-199 needs to be addressed. GEH may consider amending the
estimates in central and ABWR design certification in the future, but no changes to the ABWR certified design
eastern U.S. are included in the renewal application to address GSI-199.
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and to mitigate the consequences of such an accident should one occur;

2) no cost-effective SAMDAs to the ABWR design have been identified to
prevent or mitigate the consequences of a severe accident involving
substantial damage to the core; and,

3) no further evaluation of severe accidents for the ABWR design, including
SAIMD.As to the design, is required in any environmental report,
environmental assessment, environmental impact statement or other
environmental analysis prepared in connection with issuance of a
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The term "severe accident" refers to those events which are "beyond the substantial coverage of

design basis events" and includes those for which there is substantial damage to the reactor core

whether or not there are serious off-site consequences. See Severe Accident Policy Statement, 50

Fed. Reg. 32,138 and 32,139 (August 8, 1985).

For new reactor designs, such as the ABWR, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), in

satisfaction of its severe accident safety requirements and guidance, is requiring, among other

things, the evaluation of design alternatives to reduce the radiological risk from a severe accident
by preventing substantial core damage (i.e., preventing a severe accident) or by limiting releases

from the containment in the event that substantial core damage occurs (i.e., mitigating the

impacts of a severe accident).

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires the consideration of reasonable

alternatives to proposed major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human

ctvironment, including alternatives to mitigate the impacts of the proposed action. In 1989, a

Federal Court of Appeals determined that NEPA required consideration of certa'n design
I0ternatives; namely, severe accident mitigation design alternatives (SAMDAs). See Limerick

.. ction v. NRC, 869 F.2d 719 (3rd Cir. 1989). The court indicated that "[SAMDAs) are,
as the i, me suggests, possible plant design modifications that are intended not to prevent an
-wccident, but to lessen the severity of the impact of an accident should one occur." Id. at 731.

.1 tie court rejected the use of a policy statement as an acceptable basis for closing out NEPA

Cuirsideration of SAMDAs in a licensing proceeding, because, among other things, it was not a

rule making. Id. at 739.

Recently, the NRC Staff expanded the concept of SAMDAs to encompass design alternatives to

prevent severe accidents, as well as mitigate them. See NUREG-1437, "Generic Environmental

Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants," (Volume I, p. 5-100). By doing so, the

Stalf makes the set of SAMDAs considered under NEPA the same as the set of alternatives to

prevent or mitigate severe accidents considered in satisfaction uf the Commission's severe

accident requirements and policy.

This document provides the technical basis .ar €tetermining the status of severe accident closure

under NEIPA for the ABWR design. The report concludes that there is an adequate technical

basis for closure of severe accidents under NEPA for the ABWR design. The basis and

conclusions are expected to be codified in the form of proposed ainendmints to 10 CFR Part 52.

The amendments would provide that:

(I) For the ABWR design, all reasonable steps have been taken to reduce the occurrence of a

severe accident involving substantial damage to the core and to mitigate the consequences

of such an accident should one occur;
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(2) No cost-effective SAMDAs to the ABWR design have been identified to prevent or mitigate

the consequences of a severe accident involving substantial damage to the core;

(3) No further evaluation of severe accidents for the ABWR design, including SAMDAs to the

design, is required in any environmental report, environmental assessment, environmental

impact statement or other environmental analysis prepared in connection with issuance of a

combined license for a nuclear power plant referencing a certified ABWR design; and,
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The term "severe accident" refers to those events that are "beyond the substantial coverage of
design basis events" and includes those for which there is substantial damage to the reactor core
whether or not there are serious off-site consequences. See Severe Accident Policy Statement, 50
Fed. Reg. 32,138 and 32,139 (August 8, 1985). For new reactor designs, such as the ABWR, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), in satisfaction of its severe accident safety requirements,
is requiring, among other things, the evaluation of design alternatives to reduce the radiological
risk from a severe accident by preventing substantial core damage (i.e., preventing a severe
accident) or by limiting releases from the containment in the event that substantial core damage
occurs (i.e., mitigating the impacts of a severe accident).

The Commission's severe accident safety requirements for new designs are set forth in 10 CFR
Part 52, §52.47(a) (1) (ii), (iv) and (v). Paragraph 52.47(a) (1) (ii) references the Commission's
Three Mile Island safety requirements in §50.34(f). Paragraph 52.47(a) (1) (iv) concerns the
treatment of unresolved safety issues and generic safety issues. Paragraph 52.47(a) (1) (v) requires
the performance of a design-specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). The Commission's
Severe Accident Policy Statement elaborates what the Commission is requiring for new designs.
The Commission's Safety Goal Policy Statement (51 Fed. Reg. 30,028 (August 21, 1986)) sets
goals and objectives for determining an acceptable level of radiological risk.

As part of its application for certification of the AWR design, GE has prepared a Standard Safety
Analysis Report (ABWR SSAR). Chapter 19 of the ABWR SSAR, "Response to Severe Accident
Policy Statement," demonstrates how the ABWR design meets the Commission's severe accident
safety requirements and policies. 'n particular, Chapter 19 includes:

(1) Identification of the dominant severe accident sequences and associated source terms for
the ABWR design;

(2) D)escriptions of modifications that have been made to the ABWR design, based on the results
of the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), to prevent or mitigate severe accidents and
reduce the risk of a severe accident;

(3) Bases for concluding that "all reasonable steps [have been taken] to reduce the chances of
occurrence ofta severe accident involving substantial damage to the reactor core and to
mitigaIte the consequences of such an accident should one occur," (Severe Accident Policy
Statement (50 Fed. Reg. 32,139)); and

(4) Bases for concluding that the ABWR meets Commission's Safety Goals and objectives as set
forth in the Safety Goal Policy Statement
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(onsc "ly, the conclusions are drawn in Chapter 19 that further modifications to the ABWR
design educe severe accident risk are not warranted. The National Environmental Policy Act
(NI-PA) requires tie consideration of reasonable alternatives to proposed major Federal actions
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, including alternatives to mitigate
tile impacts of the proposed action. In 1989, a Federal Court of Appeals determined that NEPA
rcquired consideration of certain design alternatives; namely, severe accident mitigation design
alternatives (SAM[DAs). Limerick Ecolo, Action v. NRC, 869 F.2d 719 (3rd Cir. 1989). The
court indicated that "[SAMDAs] are, :,s the name suggests, possible plant design modifications
thlt are intended not to prevent an accident, but to lessen the severity of the impact of an
accident should one occur." Id. at 731. The court rejected the use of a policy statement as an
acceptable basis for closing out NEPA consideration of SAMDAs in a licensing proceeding,
because, among other things, it was not a rule making, see id. at 739.

Subsequent Io the j.imcrick decision, the NRC issued Supplemental Final Environmental Impact
StatemelnLs for the L.imerick anid Comanche Peak facilities that considered whether there were
anvy cost-effective SAMI)As that should he addcd to these facilities (-NEPA/SAMI)A FES
.nipplecnit.s"). ( )n the basis of the evaluations in the supplements (called "NEPA/SAMI)A
evaluations"), the NR( determined that further modifications would not be cost-cf'fctive and
wecre, not niccessary in order to satisfy the mandates of NEI'A.

In rccognition of the L.imcrick decision, the Commission is requiring NEPA consideration in Part
52 licensing of whether there are cost-effective SAMI)As that should be added to a new reactor
design to reduce severe accident risk. While this consideration could be done later on a facility-
spccific basis for each combined license application under Subpart C to Part 52, the Commission
has d(ecidcd that maintenance of design standardization will be enhanced if this is done on a
g.cncric hasis for each standard design in conjunction with design certification. See SEC -91-229,
"Severc Accident Mitigation D)esign Alternatives for Certified Standard [)esigns." That is, the

uCmlmission has decided to re-solve the NEPA/SAMI)A question through rule-making at the time
)[ ccrtification in a so called unitary proceeding, rather than in the context of later licensing

i)I-(,cecdinlg.

Rccently, the NRC; Staff expanded the definition of SAMDAs to encompass design alternatives to
prtcvciit severe accidenlts, ais well a-s mitig-ate them. See NUREG-1437, "Generic Environmcentul
Iin pact Stateincnt fir License Renewal oftNuclear PlanLs," (Volumel , p. 5-100). By d idug so, the
Staffl nIakes the set ot SAMI)As considered under NEPA the same as the set oft alternatives •o
p)rvcw't or In itigatte severe ac ci (lctts considered :n satisfiaction of the (; or n tissimn's scvere
accident~ rrcqirilnents and p4l)icics.

1.2 Purpose

FFli purpose d' this technical support document is to providc a ba-sis 1'ir determining the surtits of
severe accident closure under NEPA for the ABWR design. The do.uincnt supports a.
oIctcrininaimion, wllch could be codified in at imaniner similar to the fonrinat of the W;Lste
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Confidence Rule (10 CFR §51.23), as proposed in amendments to 10 CFR Part 52. These
amendments would provide that:

(1) For the ABWR design, all reasonable steps have been taken to reduce the occurrence of a
severe accident involving substantial damage to ,he core and to mitigate the consequences
of such an accident should one occur;

(2) No cost-effective SAMDAs to the ABWR design have been identified to prevent or mitigate
the consequences of a severe accident involving substantial damage to the core;

(3) No further evaluation of severe accidents for the ABWR design, including SAMDAs to the
design, is required in any environmental report, environmental assessment, environmental
impact statement or other environmental analysis prepared in connection with issuance of a
combined license for a nuclear power plant referencing a certified ABWR design; and,

The evaluation presented in this document is modeled after that found in the Limerick and
Comanche Peak NEPA/SAMDA FES Supplements for those facilities. Additional information
conccrning the radiological risk from severe accidents for those plants is not found in the
supplements, but in the FESs for the Limerick and Comanche Peal-. facilities. That information
with respect to the ABWR design is presented in this document. The discussion herein of the
radiological risk from severe accidents is based on Chapter 19 of the ABWR SSAR. Attachment A
to this document presents the basis for concluding that further modifications to the ABWR design
are not warranted in order to reduce the risk of a severe accident through the addition of design
features to prevent or mitigate a severe accidenL This information originally appeared as
Appendix P to Chapter 19 of the SSAR. It was subsequently agreed with the NRC staff that this
information should be set forth in an attachment to this document; accordingly, it has been
located, in updated form, as Attachment A hereto.

1.3 Description of Technical Support Document

Section 2.0 provides an overview of the radiological risks from severe accidents. Sections 3.0
through 5.0 provide the NEPA/SAMDA analysis. Section 3.0 discusses the methodological
approach to the evaluation of SAMDAs under NEPA. Section 4.0 presents the results of the cost-
effectiveness evaluation of the potential SAMDA modifications. Section 5.0 presents the
conclusions and Section 6.0 the references.

2.0 EVALUATIONS OF RADIOLOGICAL RISK FROM NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

2.1 Evaluation of SAMDAs Under NEPA and Limerick Ecology Action

I.imerick Ecoloiy Action stands for two propositions. First, NEPA requires explicit consideration
of SAMDAs unless the Commission makes a finding that the severe accidents being mitigated are
remote and speculative. Second, the Commission may not make this finding and dispose of
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NEIPA ,.onsideration of SAMDAs by means of a policy statement. The purpose of evaluating
SAMI)As under NEPA is to assure that all reasonable means have been considered to mitigate the
impacts of severe accidents that are not remote and speculative. As discussed above, the
Commission has indicated that it will resolve the NEPA/SAMDA issue for a new reactor design in
the same proceeding, called a unitary proceeding, in which it certifies that design.

The (Comzmission's Severe Accident and Safety Goal policy statements require the Commission to
make Lcruaiin findings about each new reactor design. For evolutionary designs, of which the
AllWR is mie, this must he done by the SaL I"in con*junction with FI)A approval and by the

)(;mimissiom in coinjunction with certification. First. the Commission must find that an
cy-oltit it ary plan I meets the safety goals and objectives; i.e., that the radiological risk from
1)perati ng an vi eolutionary plant will ie acTeptable, meaning that any further reduction in risk will
nlt be stibscautial.

Secomd, the (Commission must find that all rea!sonable means have been taken to reduce severe
accident risk in the evolutionary plant diesign. As part of the basis for making this finding, the
c(st-cIleclivcness of risk reduction alternatives of a preventive or mitigative nature must becevaIt iacd.

(haptcr 19 of the ABWR SSAR demonstrates that these findings can be made for the ABWR
dlcsigii.( iven the nature and findings of these severe accident and safety goal cvaluations. CE
b)elieves that a sullicicnt basis exists for finding by rule that further consideration of severe
accidlents, including evaluation of SAML)As pursuant to NEPA, is neither necessary nor
reasonable.

2.2 Cost/Benefit Stwudard for NF-PA Evaluation of SAMDAs

The Limerick dect isim in tcrprctcd NEl A to r.,luire ev-aluatiom oflSANIDAs for their risk
redtctic im p itcntial. Ill implcinetitng the court's decision, the NRC considered the co st-
cflcctivemiess 1'o each canldidate SAMI)A il mu itig-atiilg the impact of a severe accident, using the
SI ,0()0 per person-rem averted standard. This standard is a surrogate for all of,-sitc
t miscquenc.cs.

The hbsil approach in this study is to rank the SAMDAs in terms uft their cost-elfectiveness inl
minigatintk the Impact of a severe accident. The criterion applied is the $1,000 per person-rem
;ivcrtcd stand(ard, which is what the Co'miission has historically used inl distinguishing aimmng
antid ran kinzg design altcrrnatives, including SAMI)As.

The ( ,,,nmission has used this standard in the context of both safety and NEPA alalyses. For
Cxam lplc, in the context of, safety analysis, the standard has been used to perform ev'aluations
associated with implemenitation of the Safety Goal Policy Statemlent; the Severe Accident Policy
Statcmetlt; and §50.34(f) requiremencts. InL the context of environmental analysis, it has bcCn
iseti in the il.imerick and Comanche Peak NEIKA/SANIDA FF.S Supplem..ents:; and in lh tidraft

( eilt-rit i 'il1virolnmntIal [11Impaict Statement f'or Licensc Renewal <)f" Nu+clr Plantis (NURE(G-I-*37).
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As indicated above, the Commission is preparing a Generic Environmental Impact Statement for
License Renewal of Nuclear Plants. The draft statement, NUREG-I 437, makes clear that the use
of this standard in the evaluation of severe accident risk reduction alternatives, which include
SAMDAs, is acceptable (see NUREG-1437, Vol. 1, p. 5-108).

On the basis of these considerations, the cost/benefit ratio of $1,000 per person-rem averted is
viewed as an acceptable standard for the purposes of evaluating SAMDAs under NEPA.

2.3 Socio-Economic Risks for Severe Accidents

As discussed above in Section 2.2, the, Commission uses the $1,000/person-rem-averted standard
:,s a surrogate for all off-site consequences. See SEC'-89-102, "Implementation of Safety Goal
Policy." However, Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for nuclear power plants provide
separate, general discussions of the socio-cconomic risks from severe accidents. In keeping with
this precedent, GE is providing a general discussion of socio-cconomic risks for the ABWR design,
based in large measure on the discussion of such risks in NUREC,-1437, "Generic Environmental
ImpactStatement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants."

The term "socio-cconornic risk from a severe accident" means the probability of a severe accident
multiplied by the socio-cconcomic impacts of a severe accident. "Socio economic impacts," in
turn, relate to oil-site costs. The off-site costs considered in NUREG-1437 (see Vol. I, p. 5-90) are:

" Evacuation costs
" Value of crops or milk, contaminated and condemned
• Costs of decontaminating property where practical
* Indirect costs clue to the loss of the use of property or incomes derived therefrom (including

interdiction to prevent human injury), and
* Impacts in wider regional markets and on sources of supply outside the contaminated area.

NUREG-1437 estimated the socio-economic risks from severe accidents. The estimates were
based on 27 FE.Ss for nuclear power plants that contain analyses considering the probabilities and
consequences of severe accidents. For these plants, the off-site costs were estimated to be as high
as $6 billion to $8 billion dollars for severe accidents with a probability of once in one million
operating years of occurring. Higher costs were estimated for severe accidents with much lower
probabilities. The projected cost of adverse health effects from deaths and illnesses were
estimated to average about 10-20% of ofl-sit- mitigation costs and were not included in the $('-$8
billion dollar estimate.
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Another source of costs, which NUREG-1437 indicated could reach into the billions of dollars,
was Costs associated with the termination of economic activities in a contaminated area, which
would create adverse economic impacts in wider regional markets and sources of supplies outside
the conutninated area. The predicted conditional land contamination was estimated to be small
(10 acres/year at most). (See NUREG-1437, Vol. !, pp. 5-90 through 5-93.)

NUREG-1 437 provides the bases for concluding that the socio-economic risks from severe
accidents are predicted to be small and the residual impacts of severe accidents so minor that
detailed consideration of mitig-ation alternatives is not warranted. See 56 Fed. Reg. 47,016,
47,019, 47,034 and 47,035 (September 17, 1991).

The socio.-economic risks contained in NUREG-1437 are bounding for plants of ABWR design.
First, the core damage frequency for plants of ABWR design is 1.6E-7 per year. Thus, no
accidents, and hence no off-site costs, are expected at probabilities at or greater than once in one
million years. Second, plants of ABWR design meet thesafety goals set forth by the NRC. See
Section 3.2, below.

3.0 RADIOLOGICAL RISK FROM SEVERE ACCIDENTS IN PLANTS OF ABWR DESIGN

3.1 Severe Accidents in Plants of ABWR Design

Chapter 19 of the ABWR SSAR, "Response to Severe Accident Policy Statement," establishes that
the C.ommission's severe accident safety requirements have been met for the ABWR design,
including treatm ent of internal and external events, uncertainties, performance of sensitivity
studies, and support of conclusions by appropriate deterministic analyses and the evaluations
required by 10 CFR Plart 50.34(f). It also establishes that the Commission's safety goals have been
meIt.

Specifically, the following topics were addressed in Chapter 19 of the ABWR SSAR:

(1) Consideration of the contributions of internal events (Section 19.3), Shutdown events
(Section 19.4) and external events (Section 19.4) to severe accident risks, including a
seismic risk analysis based on the application of the seismic margins methodology
(Appendix 191);

(2) Ide-ntification of the ABWR dominant accident sequences;

(3) Identification of severe accident risk reduction features which were included in the ABWR
design to achicvc accident prevention and mitig-ation (addressed in Subsection 19.7.3(2));

(C•nsideratiom of additional mo difications, evaluated in accordance with §50.34(f) (1), is
adhlrcsse•l in Attachmcn t A. Chapter 19 concludes that the severe accident requirements of 10
CFR lPart 52 (§52.47 (a) (1) (ii), (iv) & (v)) and the Scvcre Accidcnt P•olicy Statement have bccn
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met. It also provides a summary of the bases for these conclusions. In particular, Chapter 19
presents a summary of the bases for concluding that the requirements of § 50.34(0 (referenced
in §52.47(a) (1)(ii)) have been met, including §50.34(f)(1)(i), which requires "performnance of]
a plant/site-specific [PRA], the aim of which is to seek such improvements in the reliability of
core and containment heat removal systems as are significant and practical and do not impact
excessively on the plant." Attachment A presents the bases for concluding that further
modifications to the ABWR design are not warranted in order to reduce the risk of a severe
accident through the addition of design features to prevent or mitigate a severe accident.

Section 19.6 of the ABWR SSAR addresses how the goals of the Severe Accident Policy Statement
have been met for plants of ABWR design. These goals include:

* Prevention of core damage
* Prevention of early containment failure for dominant accident sequences
* Evaluation of the effects of hydrogen generation
* Heat removal to reduce the probability of containment failure
• Prevention of hydrogen deflagration and detonation
* Offsite dose, and
* Containment conditional failure probability.

Specific conclusions concerning severe accidents for plants of ABWR design based on the ABWR
SSAR Chapter 19 evaluations are as follows:

(1) Core Damage Frequency. The ABWR core damage frequency was determined to be 1.6E-7
per reactor year in Subsection 19.6.2. The goal was 1E-6 per reactor year.

(2) Conditional Containment Failure Probability. The conditional containment failure
probability was shown to be 0.002 in Subsection 19.6.8. This is significantly below the goal of
0.1.

(3) Individual Risk (Prompt Fatality Risk). The prompt fatality risk to a biologically average
individual within one mile of an ABWR site boundary was determined to be I.4E-1 3 per
individual per year in Section 19E.3. This is significantly less than the goal of one tenth of
one percent of the sum of prompt fatality risks resulting from other accidents to which
members of the U.S. Population are generally exposed. The numerical value of this goal is
3.9E-7 per individual per year (or 0.04 per 100,000 people per year).

(4) Societal Risk (Latent Fatality Risk). The latent fatality risk to the population within 50 miles
of an ABWR site boundary was determined to be 9.OE-1 3 per individual per year in
Section 19E.3. This is significantly less than the goal of one tentlh of one percent of the sum
of the cancer fatality risks resulting from all other causes. The numerical value of this goal is
1.7E-6 per individual per year (or 0.17 deaths per 100,000 people per year).
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(5) Prohahility f Large Off-Sit• 1)o)sc. The probability of exceeding a whole body dose of 25
rein at a distance of one-half mile from a AWR was determined to be less than IE-9 per
reactor year in Section 19E.3.

Residual radiological risk from severe accidents in plants of ABWR design is summarized in
Table A-1 (reproduced here as Table 1). The cumulative exposure risk to the population within
50 miles ola plant of AB"R design is approximately 0.269 person-rem for an assumed plant life
f ti60 years. This calculation includes the dominant sequences, as well as several sequences that

are considered remote and speculative.

3.2 Dominant Severe Accident Sequences for Plants of ABWR Design

In pterforming the P'RA for the ABWR design, GE identified and evaluated many severe accident
sceluctes. Fo}r each steq uc.e, the anl.sis identified anr initiating event and traced the
accident's progression to its end. For sequences involving core damage, conditional containment
falilure probabilities andl ofTsite cornsequenccs were estimated. After the accident scenarios were
blinned ac(ording to radiological release (source term) parameters. only two dominant cases
rcmnlained.

The dominant case-s are: Case I (best estimate core damage sequences that had rupture disk
activLatioln); and the Nt :L case (corc damage with normal containment leakage). The residual
risks of these two cases can be f'und in Table 1. The complete radiological consequence analy.sis
)f the dominant sequences can be found in Section 19E.3 of the AMVR SSAR.

The probability of occurrence of dominant sequences is greater than 1E-9 per year. Several
s('rlIueInCs with occurrence probabilities less than.1 E-9 per year were carried through the. severe
accident analysis in ordcr to determine the sensitivity of plants of ABWR design to certain
pjlcionwitia and parameters. These sequences were also considered in the SAMDA evaluation for
sensitivity purposes.

Sequcnces with probabilities of occurrence less than I E-9 were considered remote and
specuIllative. While the Commission has not yet specified a quantitative point at which it will

Mnsider severe accident probabilities as remote and speculative, it has indicated that a decision
to1 co0nsider severe accidents remonte anld speculative would Ibe based upon the accident
probabilities and the accident scenarios being analyzed. See Vermo.nt Yankee Nuclear Power
Corporation, (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), CLI-90-07, 32 NRC 129, 132 (1990).

G;E believes that the severe accident analysis in Chaptcr. 19 of the AB1WR SSAR provides a
sutflicient basis fo(r the Commission to lind that AMWR sequences that are not dominant can be
lecnied remote and speculative.
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3.3 Overall Conclusions from Chapter 19 of the ABWR SSAR

'he specilic conclusions ab, ut severe accident risk discussed above support the overall
(,,lutIsioi that the environmental impacts of severe accidents for plants of ABWR design
represent a low risk to the population and to the environment. For the ABWR design, all
rea.sonabhl steps have been taken to reduce the occurrence of a severe accident involving
substanitial damage to) the core and to mitig'ate the consequences of such an accident should one
,,cur. No further cost-efrecLive modifications to the ABWR design have been identified to reduce
the risk from a severe accident involving substantial damage to the core. No further evaluation of
severe accidents for the ABWR design is required to demonstrate compliance with the
C(nmmission's severe accident requiremflenLs or policy or the safety goal.

4.0 COST/BENEFIIT EVALUATION OF SAMI)AS FOR PLANTS OF ABWR DESIGN

4. 1 SAMI)A Derfnidon Applied to PIlants of ABWR Design

Ait 1inmeint A considers whether the ABWR design should be modified in order I,, prevent or
iiiitigatc the cmnsequences of a severe accident in satisfaction of the NRC's severe accident
requirements in I) 0 (FR Parts 50 & 52 and the Severe Accident Policy Statement. The
( (st/heeclit e(Aluation of SAI)A.•s to plants of AMWR d.esign uses the expanded definition of
SAM.I)As set lorth iW NUR.(ý-1437: design altcrnatives that could prevent and/or mitigate the
Smnseqiucnccs of a scvere accident.

4.2 Cost/Benefit Standard for Evaluation of ABWR SAMDAs

A-\s discusscd in Section 2.2 above, the cost/benefit ratio of$1,000 per person-rein averted is
viewed by the NR( and the nuclear industry as an acceptable standard for the purposcs of
clltuating SANIMlAs under NE1PA. This standard was used as a surrogate for all nfl'site costs in the

<,•st/fwii'it caluaition of SAMIDAs to plants of ABWR design. Averted on-site costs were
int orporated for SANI)As that were at least partially preventive in nature ,. O)n-site costs resulting
from ai severe accidenit include replacement power, on-site cleanup costs, and economic loss of
tli facility. A more detailed discussion of averteld on-site costs can be found in Attachine nt A.
ThC eq'quatio ti used to determine the c,,st/bcnclit ratio is:

(, r st (f SAMIMIA iniplicetati(n MINUS avcrted on-site costs(h~t/lwiicfit rati,

Reduc timi in residual risk ( persn-ricm/n/plaint life)

A pl~a t i nciic & '(fi) years wa.s assumed to mnIxnimi/c the reduction in rcsidual risk.

IA.sssinliiI oil& avcrtc (l mi-site IC0 StS arc pr,,Joi ded fror inkf) ormation oi). It Is ( ;1-'s positi)I
l.iI il"h NRI( Is im Iu rrc1uiredd ,() Mctmuinit fio these costs.
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4.3 Candidate SAMDAs for the ABWR Design

The (c:oplcte list of'SANII)A.s considered for plants ofABWR design is contained in Table 2. This
list is also contained in Table A-3 of Attachment A. The SAMDAs are classified according to the
following categorics:

(1) Modification is applicable to the AMWR and already incorporated into the design. No
further evaluation is needed.

(2) Modification is applicable to the ABWR but not incorporated into the design. These
modifications were considered further in Attachment A and the results of the cost/benefit
analysis will be presented in this document.

(3) Modification is not applicable to the ABWR design due to the basis provided.

(4) Modification is considered ais part of another modification listed in the table.

Table 3 lists the advrantages and disadvantages of each design alternative that is applicable to the
AIBWR but not inc irporatcd into the design ("2" classification in Table 2). A detailed discussion

Sea'cch alternative is (onttained in Secction A.4 of Attachment A.

4.4 Cost Estimates of Potential Modifications to the ABWR Design

Table 4 provides a brief explanation of the estimated costs of each design alternative applicable to
the AIIWR design. Details of the cost estimation methodology are provided in Section A. 1.3.2 of
Attachment A. As discussed in Attachment A, rough order of magnitude costs, biased in favor of
making a modification, were assigned to each modification. The costs represent the incremental
cost.s that would be incurred in a new plant rather than costs that would apply on a backlit basis.

The estimated costs of design alternatives that are, at least partially, preventive in nature were
adjusted fir averted on-site costs. This adjustment is included in the cost estimates in Table 4.
lDesign alternatives that are purely mitigative in nature are not assigned any averted on-site costs
because these modifications do not significantly affect site clean up cost nor significantly lessen
the plant investment loss. Section A.5 of Attachment A discusses the bases for assigning averted
nI-Site costs in detail.

o•msiderable uncerutintics prevent precise cost itimates because design details have not been
developed and construction and licensing delay)s cannot be accurately evaluated. For purpose f'
this evaluation, all known or reasonably expected costs were accounted fo()r in order that at
leL.S(ionable asscssimncnt of the iniiit iiur cost could be obtajined. Using a in in unu cost favors
iiplemcntatiton "of a rindification. Actual ini pie unri tion costs are expected to be significartly
higher than those used ill this c%-aluatiOn.
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4.5 Benefits of Potential Modifications to the ABWR Design

Table 5 summarizes the basis for assigning a benefit to each SAMDA. In general, benefits were
estimated from the PRA results of Chapter 19 of the ABWR SSAR by considering which sequences
are affected by each modification. Detailed discussion of the method for estimating benefit is
provided in Section A.4 of Attachment A. The averted residual risk for each SAMDA is also given
in Table 5.

4.6 Cost/Benefit Comparison of SAMDAs

Table 6 summarizes the results of'combining the cost estimates from Table 4 with the benefit
estimates from Table 5. As is evident from Table 6, none of the SAMDAs requires further
evaluation since the cost/benefit standard was not met. The closest design alternative exceeds
tIte criteria by more than a factor of 1000.

( )n the basis of the small residual risk of a plant of ABWR design, 0.269 person-rem for the entire
plant life, a design modification would have to cost $269 or less in order to meet the standard of
$1,()000 per person-rem averted.

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A rcaisonal)le mi ' comprehensive set of candidate SAMIDAs relevant to the ABWR design was
cvaluated in tore. of minimum costs, averted on-site costs and potential benefits. A screening
fritcrion o[f $1,000 per person-rein averted was used to determine which alternatives, if any, were
c()st-v1'fective. Nome was found to meet the criterion. In fact, the implementation cost of a
.ANII)A would have to be less than $269 in order to pass. Given the low residual risk profile of
thc ABWR design, SAMDAs cannot be reasonably incorporated in a cost-effective manner.

()n the basis of the foregoing analysis, further incorporation of SAMDAs into the ABWR desig-n is
not warranted. No further screening of SAMDAs is needed and no SAMDAs need be
incorporated into ABWR design in satisfaction of NEPA.
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Table I
Radiological Consequences of ABWR Accident Sequences

Whole Body Cumulative Exposure
Probability Exposure, 50 mile Risk

Case (Event/Year) (Person-rem) (Per-rem/60 Yr)

NCL 1.3E-07 9.60E3 0.075

1 2.1E-08 1.38E4 0.017

2 7.8E-1 I 8.33E3 0.00004
3 0 3.71F-5 0.000
4 0 2.06E5 0.000
5 7.5E-12 9.34E4 0.00004

6 3.1 E- 12 2.42E6 0.004
7 3.9E-10 2.73E6 0.064
8 4.1E- 10 3.20E6 0.079

9 1.7E-l10 3.31 E6 0.034

Total: 0.269
* Sequences with probabilities of occurrence less

rcmote and speculative.
than 1 E-9 per year are considered
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Table 2
Severe Accident Mitigation Design Alternatives (SAMDAs)

Considered for the ABWR Design

Modification Category
I. ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

a. Severe Accident Et'(Ps/AMN(s 2
b. Computer Aided Instrumentation 2
c. Improved Maintenance Procedures/Manuals 2
d. Preventive Maintenance Features 4
e. Improved Accident Management Instrumentation 4
f. Remote Shutdown Station I
g. Security System 1
h. Simulator Training for Severe Accident 4

2. REACT-OR DECAY HEAT REMOVAL
a. Passive High Pressure System 2
b. Improved Depressurization 2
c. Suppression Pool Jockey Pump 2
d. Improved High Pressure Systems I
e. Additional Active High Pressure System I
f. Improved Low Pressure System (Firepump) I
g. Dedicated Suppression Pool Cooling I
h. Safety Related Condensate Storage Tank 2
i. 16 hour Station Blackout Injection 4
j. Improved Recirculation Model 4

3. CONTAINMENT CAPABILfIY
a. Larger Volume Containment 2
b. Increased Containment Pressure Capacity 2
c. Improved Vacuum Breakers 2
d. Increased Temperature Margin for Seals I
e. Improved Leak Detection I
f. Suppression Pool Scrubbing I
g. Improved Bottom Penetration Design 2

* SAMDA.s include both preventive anid mitig-ative (Iesign alternatives
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Table 2 (Continued)

Modification I Category
4. CONTAINMENT HEAT REMOVAL

a. Larger Volume Suppression Pool 2
b. (CUW Decay Heat Removal I
c. High Flow Suppression Pool Cooling I
d. Passive Overpressure Relief I

5. CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE MASS REMOVAL
a. High Flow Unfiltered Vent 3
h. High Flow Filtered Vent 3
c. Low Flow Vent (Filtered) 2
d. Low Flow Vent (Unfiltered) I

6. COMBUSTIB•LE GAS CONTR()L
a. Post Accident Inerting S)ystem 3
b. Hydrogen Control by Venting 3
c. Pre-inerting 1
d. Ignition Systems 3
e. Fire Suppression System lnerting 3

7. C()NTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEMS
a. [)rywell Head Flooding; 2
h. Containment Spray Augmentation I

8. I'REVENTI()N CONCEtYTS

a. Additional Service Water Pump 2
h. Improved Operating Response I
c. Diverse Injection System 4
d. ()perating Experience Feedback I
e. Improved MSIV/SRV Design I

9. AC POWER SUPPLIES
a. Steam Driven Turbine Generator 2
b. Alternate Pump Powcr Source 2
c. I)cletcd
d. Addcitionaml lDiescl G;eneraitorI
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Table 2 (Continud)

Modification Category
9. ((Continued)

e. Increased Electrical Divisions I
f. Improved Uninterruptable Power Supplies 1
g. AC Bus Cross-ties I
h. Gas Turbine I
i. D)edicatcd RHR (hunkered) Power Supply 4

10. DC POIWEAR SUPPLIFS
a. D)edicated I)C Power Supply 2
h. Additional Batterics/I)ivisions 4
c. Fuel (,:ls 4
d. DC: (ross-ties I

e. Extended Station Blackout Provisions 1

11. ATrVS CAPABILITY
a. ATWS Sized Vent 2
b. Improved ATWS Capability I

12. SEISMIC CAPABILITY
a. Increased Seismic Margins I
h. Integral B•Lsemat 3

13. SYSTEM SIMPLIFIC.ATI()N
a. Reactor Buildilg Sprays 2
1. System Suinplification I
c. Reduction in Reactor Bldg Flooding I

14. (CORE RETENTION D)EVI(CES
a. Flooded Rubble Bed 2
h. Rcactor (Cavity Flolcr I
c. Basaltic Cements I
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Table 3
SAMDAs Evaluated Under NEPA for the ABWR

Potential Improvement Advantages Disadvantages
la. Severe Accident Improved arrest of core melt None

Ll'(;s/AM( ;s progress ajid prevention of
containment failure.

11h. (;omputier Aided Improved prevention of core Additional training
Instrumentation melt sequences

Ic. Improved Maintenance Improved prevention of core Increased documentation cost
Procedures/Manuals melt sequences

2a. Passive High Pressure Improved prevention of core High cost of additional system
S)y'stem melt sequences

2h. Impl)rovd Improved utilization of L.ow (Cost o0 additional equipment
I)etprcssurizatimon I'ressure system-s for

prevention of core melt
seqluences

2c. Sopprcssi)i 1'm i ,,.J ckcy Improved prevention ofcore Cost ofadditional equipment
PIump melt sequences

2d. Salt'ly Relatcd Availability following Seismic Design and structural costs
C:omdensate Storage Tank events

3a. Larger V luine a. Increases time Ibfore a. High cost
(.on(tai nctit (Ib)ohle containment failure b. (ontainmenl fahlurc not
Free Voltun') h. Increases time for prevented

recoveIy c. Minor radiological benefit
since risks dominated by
long lived isotopes

3b. IrnreLascd (CotainmCnt a. Eliminates large releases a. Extreme costs
Pressure Capability b. High temperature failures
(Sufficient pressure to not prevented
withstand severe
accideoits)

3c. Impr, vcdI Vacut imin ,t. Rce uces probability of a. Increased maintcnance
Brcakcrs (Rcdundanlt sur, pression pool bypa.ss and cquipmnclt costs
;alvcs in aI h linc)

3d. I npriwcd l11tt ll I-tead a. Ilicreascd tMic for in- a. (C(ost for cquiprn ent and
'enetratimiI i)csign vessel arrest atnalvsis

It. I.arger VolnItI" a. Increases heait ahsorptinm a. High cost
pprcssil.ool ([)mihle capability within

Oflectivc liquid vlunc) conhaidnrclt It
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Table 3 (Continued)

Potential Improvement Advantages Disadantages
';a. ((Continucd) b. Increases time for b. Minor radiological

recovery of systems benefit since risks
c. nicreases time before dominated by long lived

containment failure isotopes
5a. l.()w Flow Filtered Vent a. Provides some scrubbing a. Probability of drywell

of fission products if head failure is low
head fails relative to the other

h. Reduces containment containment failure
leakage if movable modes
penetrations are
degraded

c. low cost
7a. lry-well Head Flooding Improved prevention of Additional cost of

(Firewater crosstie to core melt sequences equipment
dlrywell head area)

Sa. Additional Service Water Improved prevention of Additional cost of
Puinp core melt sequences equipment

9a. Steam Driven Turhine Improved prevention of Additional cost oft
( eneratr core melt sequences equipment

9h. Alternate Pump Power Improved prevention of Additional cost of
Source core melt sequences equipment

I )a. D~edicated DC Power Additional time before Marginal benefit
Supply contU ininen t

ovwrpressure
I la. ATWS Sit.cd Vent a. Provides scrubbing of a. Uncertain location

fission products, except b. Potential for inadvertent
nthble gases, which pass actuation
through reactor building c. Floods reactor building

which greatly hinders site
recovery after accident

d. Potential failure of
electrical equipment in
reactor building

I 3a. Reactor Building Spra)ys Reduced relcse of Uncertain location and
(Firewater cr(sstic for fission products from unknown potential
rtclitor building sprays) Reactor Building consequences froim

inadvertent actuation
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Table 3 (Continued)

Potential Improvement Advantages Disadvantages
1 4a. Flooded Rubblc Bed Prevention of core- Small benefit over passive

concrete interaction flooding system.
affects
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Table 4
Cost Estimates of SAMDAs Evaluated for the

ABWR Under NEPA

Potential Estimated
Improvement Cost Basis Minimum Cost

la. Severe Accident P'lant specific procedure preparation $ 600,000
E'(.;s/AM(;s beyond generic work by Owners' Group.

lb. (C omputer Aided Software modifications and interface $ 599,600
Instrumentation hard%- re. Credit for averted onsite cost

inclu oed.

Ic. Improved Maintenance P'roccdure preparation. Credit for averted $ 299,000
Procedures/Manuals onsite cost included.

2a. l'assive High P'ressure System hardware and installation $ 1,744,000
System ($1,200,000), Building modification

(S55C,000). Credit for averted onsite cost
included.

2b. Improved lDepressurization Logic, pneumatic supplies, piping and S 598,600
qualification. Credit for averted onsite cost
included.

2c. Suppression Pool.Jockey System hardware and electrical $ 120,000
Pump connections. Credit for averted onsite cost

included.

2d. Safety Related Condensate Structural analysis and material. Credit for $ 1,000,000
Storage Tank averted onsite cost included.

3a. Larger Volume Double current volume at $1200/ftL'. $ 8,000,000
C(ontainment (Doubie Free Analysis not included.
Volumc)

Mb. Incrica.sd (,,n Lainment Similar to) Larger Volume Containment, $ 12,000,00()
I'ressurc ( Capability hut denser rebar and labor required.
(Sufficicnt pressure to Assumed 5()% higher cost
withstand severe accidentis)

3c. Improved Vacuuim Breakers Flight lines at SI10,000 per line $ 100,000
(Redundant valves in each
lii e) 1_____________
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Table 4 (Continued)

Potential Estimated
improvement Cost Basis Minimum Cost

3d. Iotiomved Ftton Head '205 drives at $1,000/drive and $500,000 of $ 750,000l'enctratimi D)esign analysis

'ta. Lan, , Volume Suppression A.ssunmed to be the same as Larger Volume $ 8,000,000
IPlI (D)ouble elfective (Containment
liquid volulmie)

5a. .•ow Flow Filtered Vent Hardwarc and Testing program $ 3,000,000
7a. Irywell H'ad Flooding Minor valve and piping modification with $ 100,000

(Firewater ( rossile to instrumentation
(rywell heavd area)

Ha. Addit ioal S'rvi " Water Sy.stcm hardware, power supplies and S 5,999,000
'm il) supp()rt systems. Credit for averted onsite

(ost includcd.

9a. Sweam D rive'n "cmrhine SYWstem hardware, cahling and structural $ 5,994,300
G;enerator changes. (',rcdit for averted onsite cost

inclhdc (.

9 b. Alternate Pimn p Powcr 400 kW generator at $300/kW. (;redit for $ 1, i 94,000
Source averted onsite cost included.

I (a. liedi'a ted I )(: l'•rwvI 5000 ft' building structure additinm at $ 3,000,00(
SuLpply $500/ It' and cabling

II a. ATWS Sized Vcnt Instrumenuition and cabling $ 300,000
in addition to training

H3a. Reactor Building Spray.s MIinor valve and piping modification with $ 1 00,000
(Fircwat'r crossfie for instrumentation.
reactor huilding sprays)

1 ,a. Fhodcd Rubblc Bied 1250 IVt of material at $1 000/lh $ 18, 750,000
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Iable 5
Benefit Estimates of SAMDAs*

Evaluated for the ABWR Under NEPA

Potential
Improvement

Averted Risk
Person-REMBenefit Basis

la. Severe Accident 10% improvement in mitigative actions 0.015
F.I)(;s/AI(.;s

lbh. Computer Aided 10% improvement in preventative actions 0.01
Instrumentation

I c. Improved Maintenance 10% improvement in reliability of RCIC, 0.016
l'rocedures/Manuals HI'CF, RHR and LPFL

2a. lPassive High Prcssure 90% reliable diverse additional high 0.069
System pressure .system

2b. Improved l)epressurization 50% reduction in manual depressurization 0.042
reliability

2c. Stuppression Ioo.l.Jockey 10% improvement in low pressure makeup 0.002
Piump reliability.

2d1. Safety Related (Condensate Arbitrary selection due to high suppression 0.01
Storage Tank pool availability.

3a. LIarger Volkie l'liimination of drywell head failure 0.15
Containment (Double Free sequences
Volume)

31). incrc;tscd Coln tainment Elimination of all cases except normal 0.16
Pressure Capability containincnt leakage (NCL)
(Sulficient pressure to
withstand severe accidents)

3c. Improved Vacuum Breakers Elimination of Case 2 sequences 0.00004
(Redundant valves in each
line)

3d. Improved Bottom Head 50% improvement in in-vessel arrest due to 0.057
lPenctration Design additional available time

• ta. L.arger Volume Suppression Elimination ofCaxse 9 sequences involving 0.0002
Pool l (I)ouhle cfTective loss of suppression po4o1 cooling systems
liquid volume) I I

.T

S".ANII)As include bh ith prevcnlive amid mitigative design alternatives
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Table 5 (Continued)

Potential Averted Risk
Improvement Benefit Basis Person-REM

5a. L.ow Flow Filtered Vent Elimination of sequences involving 0.014
initiation of containment rupture disc

7a. I)rywcli Head Flooding Reduction in high temperature 0.06
(Firewater crosstie to containment failure sequences and drywell
drywell head ar'a) head failure sequences

Sa. Additional Service Water 10%C improvement in reliability of RCIC, 0.016
Pump HI)CF, RHR and IJ)FL due to improved

support systems

9a. Steam Driven Turbine Improved effective availability of EDG 0.052
G;enerator

9b. Alternate P'ump Power Similar to additional high pressure 0.069
Source for high pressure system. See 2a.
systems

10a. D)edicated DC Power Similar to additional high pressure 0.069
Supply system. See 2a.

I Ia. ATWS Sized Vent Reduction in Case 9 sequences 0.03
I 3a. Reactor Building Sprays 10% reduction in consequence of 0.017

(Firewater crosstie for sequences involving containment leakage
reactor building sprays)

1Ha. Flooded Rubhle Bed Elimination of sequences involving core- 0.001
concrcte interaction.
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Table 6
Comparison of Estimated Costs and Benefits on SAMDAs*

Evaluated for the ABWR Under NEPA

Cost-Benefit
Estimated Ratio

Minimum Cost Averted Risk ($K per Person-
Potential Improvement ($) Person-rem rem)

la. Severe Accident EI'Gs/AM(;s $600,000 0.015 $40,000
1). Computer Aided Instrumentation $ 599,600 0.01 $ 59,600

I c. Improved Maintenance $299,000 0.016 $18,700
i'rocedu res/Manuals

2a. Passive High Pressure Sy'stem $ 1,744,000 0.069 $ 25,270
.2h. lm proved Depressurization $ 598,600 0.042 $ 14,250
2c. Suppression PoolJockey P'unmp $119,800 0.002 $ 59,900
'2d. Safety Related Condensate Storage $ 1.000,000 0.01 $100,000

Tank

3 L. larger Volume Containment $ 8,000,000 0.15 $ 53,300(I)ouble Free Volume)

3. Increased Containment lPressure $ 12,000,000 0.16 $ 75,000
Capahility (Sufficient pressure to
withstand severe accidents)

3c. Improved Vacuum Breakers $ 100,000 0.00004 $ 2,500,000
(Redundant valves in each line)

3d. Improved Bottom Head $ 750,000 0.057 $13,160Penetration Design

4a. Larger Volume Suppression Pool $ 8,000,000 0.0002 $ 40,000,000
(I)ouhle effective liquid volume)

5a. Low FHow Filtcred Vent $ 3,000,000 0.014 $ 214,300

7a. l)rywell Head Fhooding (Firewater $ 100,000 0.06 $ 1,700
crsstic to drywcll head area)

* SAMI)As include hoth preventive and mitigative design alternatives
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Table 6 (Continued)

Cost-Benefit
Estimated Ratio

Minimum Cost Averted Risk ($K per Person-
Potential Improvement ($) Person-rem :rem)

8a. Additional Service Water Pump $ 5,999,000 0.016 $ 375,000
9a. Stearn Driven Turbine Gencrator $ 5,994,300 0.052 $ 115,300
9b. Alternate Pump Power Source $ 1,194,000 0.069 $ 17,300
IOa. Dedicated DC Power Supply $ 3,000,000 0.069 $ 43,500
1 Ia. AT'A'S Sized Vent $300,000 0.03 $ 10,000

13a. Reactor Building Sprays $ 100,000 0.017 $ 5,900
(Fircwatcr crosstie for reactor
building sprays)

14a. Flooded Rubblc Bed $ 18,750,000 0.001 $ 18,750,000
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ATTACHMENT A*
Evaluation of Potential Modifications to the ABWR Design

A. 1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This attachment provides a description of an evaluation of potential changes to the ABWR design
in order to determine whether further modifications can be justified.

A. 1.1 Background

TheeU.S. .Nuclear.Regulatory Commission's policy related to severe. accidents requires, in part,
that an application for a design approval comply with the requirements of IOCFR50.34(f). Item
(f) (1) (i) requires performance of a plant site-specific [PRA] the aim of which is to seek
improvements in the reliability of core and containment heat removal systems as are significant
and practical and do not impact excessively on the plant. Chapter 19 of the ABWR SSAR provides
the base PiRA of the ABWR plant.

To address this requirement, a review of potential modifications to the ABWR design, beyondr.... ~hoSeiincluded in. the.Probabilistic RiskAssessment (PRA)., was conducted to evaluate whether

potential severe accident design Features could he justified on the basis of cost per person-rem
averted.

S This aLtachment.summarizes.the results of GE's review. and evaluation of the ABWR design.
linproceme'nLts have been reviewed against conservative estimates of risk reduction based on the
PRA and rrinimum order of magnitude costs, to determine what modifications are potentially
attractive.

AA. 1. 2 Evaluation Criteria

The bcnefit of a particular modification was defined to be its reduction in the risk to the general

(.)iilte -faclors evaluated were limited to health effects to the general public based on total
exposuire' (in person-rem) to the population within 50 miles of the site. Five representative USregionrs were evaluated for selected individual ABWR sequences by the CRAC2 code. The

regional results were then averaged to determine the exposures. Consistent with the standard
used by the NRC to evaluate radiological impacts, health effect costs were evaluated based on a
value of $1,000 per-offsite person-rem, averted due to the design modification.

*Attachment A is updated version of ABWR SSAR Appendix 19P of the same tide.
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Thie offsatc costs for other items such as relocation of locAl residents, elimination of land use and
decontaminafion of contaminated land were not considered. Reductions in the risk of incurring
onsite costs including economic losses, replacement power costs and direct accident costs are
considered in this evaluation as credits against in the cost of the modification.

Based on the PRA results (Section A.2), 82% of the offsite risk results from very low probability
events which have high consequence. The maximum justifiable cost of a modification waL
determined to be $269. Therefore, based on this methodology, no modifications aretjustifiable.
However, a variety of modifications were reviewed to establish the relative attractiveness of
potetntial changes.

A. 1.3 Methodology .

The overall approach was to estimate the benefit of modifications in terms of dollar cost per total
lperson-rein averted. Underestimated costs and overestimated benefits were.assessed in order to
flavor modifications. Because of.the uncertainties in the methodology and the desire to address
severe accidents with sensible modifications, this basis isjudged to be acceptable for purposes of
this study.

A.L *3 TSellection .of'ModificAtions-

'olitnia~lmoifiic.tions were identified from a variety of previous industry and NRC sponsored
studis Iof'i prevenitativeand, mitigative features which address severe accidents. Based o0 this

... o)impojsi(it:LJist (oftmodifications considered on previous designs, potential modifications were
selecte.fdor.,frther review based on being

I) applicablek tothe ABWR designi, and

(2) nt incliuded in thle reference PRA.

Additional detail on the selection of modifications is provided in Section A.3.

A. 1.3.2 :Costs Basis

j - ,Rouigh order of magnitude costs were assigned for each modification based on the costs of
'sN.stciS and system improvements determined by (;E. These costs represent the estimated
incrcmnentaml ',),SLs that would he incurred in a new plant rather than costs that would apply ,n a

abo.ikfit hasis. Section A.5 defines the cost estimates for each of the mnodifications.

Even for a new plant such is the ABWR. relatively large costs (sevei ., million dollars) can be
cxpected for some moddifications if they involv, modifications of the building structures or
arrangeitlent. This is because the cost of labor and material is often a function of the building
* area rcquircd. For other modifications which involve minor harnlware addition, the cost is often
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dominated by the need for procedure and training additions which can amount to hundreds of
thousands of dollars.

Tile costs estimates were intentionally biased oil the low side, but all known or reasonably
expected costs were accounted for in order that a reasonable assessment of the minimum cost
would be Obtained. Actual plant costs are expected to be higher than indicated in this evaluation.
All costs are referenced to 1991 U.S. dollars. For modifications which reduce the core damage
Ifreqenicicy, the COSLS of modilications (Section A.5) were further reduced by an amount
prop~ortional to the reduction present worth of the risk of averted onsite costs. Onsite costs
include replacement power costs, direct accident costs (including onsite cleanup) and the
: economic lhs of the f'ac ility. Ev-aluation of this credit included the following considerations:

(1) Accidents were assumed to occur at any time during the 60 year life of the plant. All onsite
costs associated with the accident were evaluated as to their value at the time of the accident.
The e•conomic risk of such onsite costs was evaluated as a function of time based on the
onsite costs and the core damage frequency determined by the PRA. The plant core
damage frequency was considered to be constant over the life of the plant. The economic
risks'were then evaluated based on the present worth of the time dependent economic risks.

(2) Replacemicnt power was based on, a rate of S.013/kW-h differential as bar cost. The
,dlfefrcnatil rate was assumed to be constant over the remaining life of the plant.

(3) lThct.economic. value of the facility at the time of the accident was based on a straight line
o .dpreciated vtluc. The initial invested cost was taken at $1.4 Billion based on l)( E cost

guaidel'ineS.

(4) A ccidrcnt costs for onsite I leanup and facility were cvaltuated based on escalated costs to the
itinc of the accident. Reference accident costs to the facility were Lsstimed to be $2 Billion.

(5) Th b c-rnic eCvaluations were based on a discount rate of 8% and escalation factor of 3%.

A.L 1.3.3 Benefit Basis

The cumulative risk tf accidents occurring during the life of the plant was used as a basis for
cstimatinlg the maximum benefit that could be derived from modifications. A particular
modification's benelit was based on its c'fect on the frequency of events or associated olfsite (lose
stimmarized in Tables A-I and Table A-2. [)ominant contributing failure probabilities were
identified based on the PRA. Changes in these probabilities were estimated to evaluate the
btoncfit of modifications. This basis is consistent with the approach taken in previous NRC
evaluations. The cumulative ofl'sitc risk was evaluated ocr a 60 year plant life with no escalation
ill the evaltuation criteria of $1,000/person-rem.

.t ct ic m A.4 summnarizes each ct)ntcpt ind csuimatcd hemielit 1f()r cach individual potential
Inm)di ticati,)i . For each inc Ilcatit (n the coist pe'r pcri-sn-rcm averted was evaluated to obwtin the
iesulIts o)1 the individual cvalua;ations. Thesc ti mw Itisin)ns are pro vided in Section A.7.
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A. 1.4 Summary of Results

Potentially attractive modifications were selected based on previous evaluations of potential
prevention and mitigation concepts applicable during severe accidents. Of the modifications
applicable to the ABWR design and whi, h were not already implemented, twenty one were
selected for additional review.

None of the modifications considered met the $1,000/person-rem averted criteria. The low
evaluated frequency of core damage and subsequent release of radioactive material does not
support modification to the ABWR based on costs in relationship to the benefit of averted
expopsures...

Since the most beneficial modification was evaluated to be several orders of magnitude higher
than the criteria,: it was concluded that no additional modifications are warranted in the ABWR
design to address severe accidents. Furthermore, due to its magnitude it can be calculated that
this conclusion will no: be sensitive to variations in the assumptions used in the PRA results.

A.2 SEVERE ACCIDENT RISK OF ABWR

The reference design for this study was the ABWR PRA as presented in the internal events PRA
(Section 19.3 of the ABWR SSAR). This evaluation accounts for features which were included in
the current ABWR design-specifically to address sev'ere accidents. These features and the
reference description include:

DesignFeature SSAR References

(1) Firewater pump crossue 5.4.7.1.1.10
(2) Passive containment flooder 9.5.12
(3) Gas turbine generator 9.5.11
(4) Overpressure Protection 6.2.5.2.G

A summaryof the coredamage frequency and offsite exposure frequency with these features
includled is shown in Table A-I. Event frequencies used in this evaluation were the same as
assumed in the base PRA. The offsite exposures shown in Table A-1 were calculated by the
CRAC2 code for release cases with similar consequences. The cases can be characterized as
fIOllows:

Case 1 Core Melt arrested in vessel or in Cont2;nment with actuation of containment
rupture disk.

Case 2 Low Pressure Core Melt with suppression pool bypass and actuation of containment
rupture disk.
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Case 3 High Pressure Core Melt with drywell Head failure and fire water spray initiation.

Case 4 Suppression Pool Decontamination reduction (Not used).

Case 5 Large Break LOCA without recovery and with actuation of containment rupture
disk.

Case 6 High Pressure Cor, Melt with Drywell Head failure and no firewater spray
initiation.

Case 7 Low Pressure Core Melt with Dr) v•eil Head failure and no mitigation

Case 8 High Pressure Core Melt with Early Contaim,,ent failure.

Cas,' 9 ATWS event with DrywelI Head failure.

NCL Normal Containment Leakage to.Reactor Building.

TheofTffiti exposures for each case shown in Table A-i, yre calculated, by the CRAC2 code for
live representative US regions for the selected individual ABWR sequences as discussed in Section
19E.3 of the ABWR SSAR.

Table A-n2.provides, additional detail on the individual contributors to the total core damage
frequenicy.; A.s indicated on Tabl,. A-2, the core damage frequency is dominated by low pressure
transie'nt,'ivents (LCLP) (61.4%), followed by high pressure transient events (LCHP) (28.1%)
and stationi blackout sequences (SBRC) (10.3%).

Review of Table A-i also indicates that the dominant contributors to the ABWR offsite exposure
risk are the relatively low probability (less than 4E-10/yr), high consequence events (Cases 6
through.9) which contribute about 82% of the offsite exposure risk.

£3 POTENTIL ABWR MODIICATIONS

Potential modifications to the ABWR design were derived from a survey of various studies
indicated inReferences A-I through A-7 and the ABWR design process discussed in Section 19.7
of the ABWR SSAR. From these, a composite list of modifications was established. This list of
potential modifications was reviewed to identify concepts which were already included in the
AB- design or which are not applicable.

Table A-3 summarizes the complete list of modifications and their classification -.ccording to the
following categories:
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(1) Modification is applicable to ABWR and already incorporated in the ABWR design. No
further evaluation is needed.

(2) Modification is applicable to ABWR and not incorporated in ABWR design. (Table A-4 lists

the (CatCgory 2 modifications which arc evaluated further in this attachment.)

(3) Modification is not applicable to the ABWR design due to the basis provided.

(4) Modification is applicable to AIWR and is incorporated with the referenced modification.

A.4 RISK REDUCTION OF POTENTIAL MODIFICATIONS

This section provides evaluations of the benefits of potential modifications to the ABWR design
iderntilld li Table A-4. For each modification the basis for the evalu'.,Lon and the concept is
described. Table A-5 summarizes the bcnefit in terms of person-rem averted risk for each of the
t.ev'aluated molihications.

A.4.1 Accident Management

Accident management is a curreht topic under generic development within the Industry through
t|he development of Accident Management Guidelines (AMGs) and revisions to Emergency
Procedure (u;idlhnes (EPGs). The fillowing modificatins are based on implementaton of such,
gncricractivity.

A.4. 1. Sevýere Accident EPGs/AMGs

The, symptom based EP.Gs, were developed by the BWR Owners Group following the accident at
Thre',eMile Island, Unit 2. Currently the EP(';s are under revision and accident management
guidelines (AM(;s) are being developed for severe accidents. These should provide a significant
impro.vement which reduces the likelihood of a severe accident. Elements of these guiidelines
(SuCh as containment pressure and temperature control guidelines) also deal with mitigating the
efTi secs of accidents.

In: heABWR PRA, Emergency Operating Procedures (EOl1s) are based on these guidelines.
Additi:onal extensions of the El'(;s and EOPs could be made to address arrest of a core melt,
cmerge _cy planning,.radiologicail release assessment and other areas related to severe accidents.
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Since the existing EPGs cover preventive actions and some mitigative actions, the incremental
b•ncfit of this item would be primarily mitigative. It was judged that the reliability of manual
actions associated with mitigation could be improved by 10%, especially in use of core melt arrest
S processes. Failure rates for manually initiated mitigative systems were decreased by 10%, to
estimate the benehit. The resulting ofTsite risk reduction is about 0.015 person-rem over 60 years.

A.4.1.2 Computer Aided Instrumentation

Computer aided artificial intelligence can be added which provides attention to risk issues in
man-machine interfaces. Significant computer assisted display and plant status monitoring is
already part of the ABWR control room design. Additional artificial intelligence could be
(.esigned-which would display procedural options for the operator to evaluate during severej accidents. The system would be an extension of ERIS to provide human engineered displays of

lthe: impo, t variables in the El'Gs and AMGs.

Opcrator•actions are made significantly more reliable by new features such as Emergency
l'rocedurc Guidelines, Safety Plant Parameter Displays (SPIDS), and training on simulators. If the
improvements described in Subsection A.4.1.1 are assumed to be implemented, the incremental
benefitiOf' additional improvements is expected to be low. The reliability of manually initiated
preventive systems was increased by 10% to estimate the benefit. The estimated incremental
benefit 0ver severe accident EPGs (Subsection A.4. 1. 1) is about 3% in core damage frequency
(CDF) ..Biccause the improvement affects all release cases,;the incremental benefit is about
0,0.1 ipczio~n rem.
A.4 pr0vedMaintenance Procedures/Manitals '

For.tht. (,1.scope of supply this item would provide additional information on the componenis
important to the risk of the plant. As a result of improved maintenance manuals and information
it w~uld be expected that increased reliability of the important equipment would occur. This
itcm would be a preventative improvement which would address several system.or components to
f i fTerhent degrees.

lasea.on. a 10%.improvement in the reliability of the High Pressure Core Flooder (HPCF),
Reactor Core Isolation Coo!ing (RCIC), Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Low Pressure Core
Floodce.r4(IFL) systems, the CDF is reduced by about 9% which has a corresponding estimated
personrem reduction of about 0.016.

A-4.2 lDecay Heat Removal

Sign1ificant improvements in the reliability of ABWR high pressure systems have been made.
Among these are RCIC restart (NUREG 0737, [1.i(3.13) and isolation reliability improvements
(NUREG; 0737. 11.K.3.15). Additionally, the redundant HPCF is an improvement over early
product lines which used the single HPCF system.
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A.4.2.1 Passive High Pressure System

This concept would-provide additional high pressure capability to remove decay heat through a
diverse isolation condenser type system. Such a system would have the advantage of removing not
only decay heat, hut tontainmcnt heat if a similar system to that under consideration for the
Simplifield WR (SISWR) is employed.

The benelit of this system would be equivalent to an additional diverse RCIC system in addition to
an additional containment heat removal system. The added system was assumed to be 90%
reliable, designed to operate independent of offsite power and to be capable of in-vessel core
melt arrest. Based on a reduction in the RCIC failure rate, the benefit is estimated at about 0.069
l ersom-reirn averted....

A.4,2.2 Improved Depressurization

This item would provide an improved dcpressurization system which would allow more reliable
access to. low pressure systems. Additional depressurization capability may be achieved through
man:ually controlled, seismically protected, air powered operators which permit depressurization
1t hcmanuaily accomplished in the event of loss of DC contrl ol power or control air events.

The ABWR high pressure core damnage events represent a•out 28% of the total'core' damage
frcquency, hut a•out.4fi% of the ofisite exposure risk. The success of manual. initiation was
ass':mýed to be iin proved by 50% and therefore the depressurization failure rate was reduced by a
f~ascir :of 2. Based on this estimate of benefit offsite person-rem is reduced by about 23% and the
estimiuated benefitis about 0.042 person-rem.

A.4.3 • ýSuppression Pool Jockey Pump

This modifi'ation would provide a small makeup pump to provide low pressure decay heat
removal from the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) using suppression pool water as a source. The
retuir•npath to the suppression pool would be through existing piping such as shutdown cooling-• . ret• :n.lines. ... ....

T tiefbineit of this modification Would be similar to that provided by the firewater injection and

• Cp•rcap a ility. but it would have the advantage that long term containment inventory concerns
wo6!d not occu r.
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If the system could make low pressure coolant makeup systems 10% more reliable, significant
reductions in CDF would not be achieved because other low pressure systems are already highly
reliable. The estimated benefit is that (C)F is reduced 2% and the averted risk would be
0.002 person-rem.

A.4.2.4 Safety-Related Condensate Storage Tank

The current ABWR design consists of a standard non-seismically qualified Condensate Storage
Tank (CST). This modification would upgrade the structure of the CST such that it would be
available to provide makeup to the reactor following a seismic event.

.This-modifiaationm--nly benefits the risks of core damage following seismic events. However,
because the suppression pool provides an alternate suction source and the HCLPF for the
*supprcssion pool is relatively high (Appendix 191 of the ABWR SSAR), the dominant failure
modes are rnot limited by water availability. Therefore the benefit of this modification is
c considered small. A benefit of 0.01 person-rem averted was arbitrarily chosen for an upgraded
C ST.

A.4.3: Containment Capability

TheABWR containment is dcesigned for about 45 psig internal pressure and icludes a.'
tolntail)nent .rupture disk which would relieve excessive pressure if it develops during a severe
LcT(ideIint. By providing the release point from the wetwell airspace, mitigation of releases are
atilii.edthrough scrubbing of the fission products in the suppression pool.

A .4~.1Larger Volume Containment

This.modihi cation would provide a larger volume containment as a means to mitigate the effects
of severe accidents. By increasing the size the containment could be able to absorb additional
1011condensible gas generation and delay activation of the containment rupture disk or early

Containment failure.

Th~s~tem would mitigate the consequence of an accident by delaying the time before the severe
acci-idrt source term is released and allowing more time for radioactive decay and recovery of
systems.::, However, if recovery does not occur, eventual release is not prevented and if operation

1" thec containment overpressure rupture disk does not occur, ultimately the containment will fail
due to the long termn pressurization caused by core concrete interaction and steam generation.

If senuences involving drywell head failure were eliminated (Cases 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9), the offsite
riskswould be reduced by about 82% and about 0.15 person-rem. would be averted.
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A.4.3.2 Increased Containment Pressure Capacity

The design pressure of the ABWR containment is 45 psig. The containment rupture disk
pressure and ultimate capability are significantly higher. By increasing the ultimate pressure
capability of the containment (including seals), the effects of a severe accident could be reduced
or eliminated by delaying the time of release. If the strength exceeded the maximum pressure
obtainable in a severe accident, only normal containment leakage would result.

This modification would mitigate the event, not change the core damage frequency and the
increased pressure capability may not be sufficient to contain the long term pressurization caused
by core concrete interaction and steam generation. However, if it were able to prevent all severe
source.terin release except for normal containment leakage, the person-rem risk would be about
0.02 person-rem/60 years. Therefore, the benefit would be about 0.16 person-rem.

A.4.3.3 Improved Vacuum Breakers

The ABWR design contains single vacuum breaker valves in each of eight drywell to wetwell
vacuum breaker lines. The PRA included failure of vacuum breakers in Case:2 assuming
opcraItion of wetwell spray. This modification would reduce the probability of a stuck open
vacuum breaker by making the valves rediundant in each line and eliminate the need for operator
action.

itC, ase.,!sequences were eliminated, the benefit of this modification would be about 0.00004:persuq-rm averted.

AA..4 Im proved Bottom Head Penetration Design

The AIWWR design includes a 2-inch stainless steel drainline from the bottom of the RPV which is
used to prevent thermal stratification in the RPV during operation and to provide cleanup of the
bottom-head by the CUW system. A carbon steel transition piece connects the drain line to the
R.PV,.During a severe accident this transition piece may be susceptible to melting and may
provide the earliest path for release of molten core material from the RPV to the containment.

The penetrations for the fine motion control rod drives in the ABWR also may provide a pathway
Tor release from .the RI1V following a severe accident. Failure of the internal blowout supports on
the lower core plate, provided to eliminate the support structure in current generation BWRs,
and welds of the drives at the bottom of the vessel may allow the CRI)s to be partially ejected into
the drywell during the severe accident which would provide a small pathway for release to the
containment.

The modification is to change the transition piece material to Inconel or Stainless Steel which has
a higher inlching point. By so doing, additional time would be available for recovery of core
cooling s)-temns. This modification also would establish external welds or restraints on the CRDs

• extcrnlal o• the vessel so that the drives would rot he ejected following failure of the internal
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welds. The concept would be to make such external welds and supports small enough that the
benefit is not lost from eliminating the support beams in current generation BWRs. The benefit
of these modifications would be to reduce the probability of in-vessel arrest failure (NO IV).
Based on consideration of the heatup rate of the bottom head, it has been estimated that making
these changes could provide up to two hours additional time for recovery of systems. It is
estimated, based on engineering judgment, that this time could result in the in-vessel arrest
failure probabilities being reduced by a factor of two. The resulting benefit is about 0.057 person-
rem averted.

A potential negative aspect of the modifications is that RPV failure could occur at another
unknown location such as the bottom head itself. Although the time of vessel failure would be
extended, th-e-faiture mode from these other locations could be potentially more energetic and
lead to unevaluated consequences.

A.4.4 Containment Heat Removal

The ABWR design contains 3 divisions of suppression pool cooling and provisions for a
containment rupture disk for decay heat removal. In addition, modifications have been made to
use the(•w heat exchangers tu the maximum extent possible. Consequently, loss of
containment heat removal events contribute only 0.1% of the total core damage frequency and
olisite eCxposure5s. Additional mo)difications are not likely to show substantial safety benefits.

A.4,4. 1LargerVolume Suppression Pool

This iteip would increase the size of the suppression pool so that the heatup rate in the pool is
recducedi The increased size would allow more time for recovery of a heat removal system.

Since this modification primarily affects LHRC events (Table A-2), the maximum benefit would
be elimination of the LHRC contribution to the Case 9 sequences. These events are mitigated by
the containment rupture disk and only contribute about 0.0002 person-rem to the base case risk.
The assessed maximum benefit is therefore about 0.0002-.person-rem.

£L4.5 .Conitainment Atmosphere Mass Removal

The AB IWR design contains a containment rupture disk which provides containment overpressure
protection from the wetwell airspace and utilizes the suppression pool scrubbing feature of the
suppression pool to reduce the amount of radioactive material released. One additional
modification was considered.
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A.4.5.1 Low Flow F'dtered Vent

Some BWR facilities, especially in Europe, recently have added a filter system external to the
containment to further reduce the magnitude of radioactive release. The systems typically use a
multi-venturi scrubbing system to circulate the exhaust gas and remove particulate material. In
the ABWR because of the suppression pool scrubbing capability, a significant safety improvement
is not expected due to this modification.

The release of radioactive isotopes from the ABWR following severe accidents occurs through the
containment rupture disk for Cases 1, 2 and 5. These sequences total about 8% of the exposure
risk. The remaining sequences involve drywell head failure or early containment failure which
would nn l Ii ketaLcclrd, by this modification. The maximum benefit of the extcrnal vent system is
therefore about 0.014 person-rem assuming perfect initiation of the filtered containment vent
system.

A.4.6 Combustible Gas Control

No additional modifications to the ABWR were identified in this group.

£4A.7 Containiment Spray. Systems

A.4.7.1 DryweU Head Flooding

This conce would provide intentional flooding of the-tpper drywell head such that if high
drywell temperiatuiir•s: occurred, the drywell head seal would not fail. Additionally, if the seal were
to fail d6cioto overpressurization of' the drywell, some scrubbing of the released fission products
would occur. This' system would be designed to operate passively or use an AC-independent water
source.:

If an extension of the fire pump to dlrywell spray crosstie were considered for manual initiation of
Utpper head floodling, additional reduction in the high temperature containment failure
sequencies (Case 8) would result. Additionally, a reduction in the high consequence drywell head
i'ailure s•luenccs (Cases 6 and 7) could be achieved. If Case 8 sequences were eliminated and
Case 6:and 7 source terms were reduced to a level similar to Case 3, the conservative benefit
would be 0.12 person-rem. The estimated benefit of this is about 0.06 person-rem assuming a
50% reliability of initiation.

.. 4.8 Prevention Concepts

The AllWR design contains an additional division of high pressure makeup capability to improve
ics capability to prevent severe accidents other fcitiiires such as the fire pump injection capability
and the comjJstion gias turbine have been included in the design to enhance the plant capability
10) prcvent cot e damage. The following additional concepts were considered:
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A.4.8.1 Additional Service Water Pumps

This item addresses a reduction in the common cause dependencies through such items as
improvedl manuflacturer diversity, separation of equipment and support systems such as service
water, air supplies, o r heating and ventilation (HVAC). The HI'CF, RCIC, and U.'Fl. pumps are
diverse in the ABWR design since they are either supplied by different manufacturers or have
different hfow characteristics. Equipment is separated in the ABWR design in accordance with
Regulatory (;uicle 1.75. Thus, no turther improvement is expected with reg'ird to separation.

A reduction in common cause depeiicIcncies from support systems such as service water systems,
COuld conceivably reduce the plant risk through an improvement in system reliability. The
.oncept for this item would be to provide an additional cooling water system capable of.......... ... . .. ...• -.• ..• •..• _ .. • ... ..:. : ...... .

supporting each of the four divisional systems identified above.

The current design provides support to these systems from one of three divisions. Thus, the
t'l1ect oif this.cchange would be to include a diverse and additional support system. In addition,
diversity in instrumentation which controls these systems.could he included so that redundant
indication and trip channels would rely on diverse instrumentation.
A increase in the reliability o' the. four systems was assumed which is the same improvement

that may;lcb dcriv'd from improved maintenance (Subsection A.4.1.3). This results in an
cstimated benefit of about 0().016 pcrson-rcm..

A£4.9(•PVw erSupplies

S re icaldesign is improved through application of a gas-turbine generator
tot iugmneit the. of'.site electrical grid. The following concepts were considered for additional
"lnsite power supplies.

A.4.9. !Steam Driven Turbine Generator

A steam. (irivtn tUhtibiin' generator could be installed which uses reactor steam and exhausts to the
-stppr~sSigni-poo~i~-i~h~esystem would be conceptually similar to the RCIC system with the
ge.ne.rrator connect'.1(ed to the ofllsite powcr grid.

The Ibencfit o" this item would be similar to the addition of another gas turbine generator, but
* .would be somewhat less due to the relative unreliability of1 the steam turbine compare'' with a
d(iesel genetrator and its una%-ailability after the RPV is depressurized. If it were sized I gc
cnough, it could have the advantage of providing power to additional equipment.
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If the system has a 80% availability for all events, the benefit is similar to an 80% reduction in the
diesel generator common mode failure rate. Evaluation of the PRA indicates that the resulting
benefit is about 0.052 person-rem.

A.4.9.2 Alternate Pump Power Source

! Thc ABWR provides separate diesel driven power supplies to the HPCF and LPFL pumps. Offsite
powcr supplies the fcedwater pumps. This modification would provide a small dedicated power
source such as a dedicated diesel or gms turbine for the feedwater, or condensate pumps so that
they (14) not rely on ofl'site power.

The benclit.would.bI4ess dependence on low pressure systems during loss of offsite power events
and station blackout events. If the lecdwater system vere made to be 90% available during loss ofI l'site power evenLs:and station blackouts, the benefit would be similar to adding an additional
R(C system (Subsectiion A.4.2. 1). The resulting benefit would be about 0.069 person-rem.

A-4.10 DC Power Suppliess

The AlWR contains 4 DC divisions with sufficient capacity to sustain 8 hours of station blackout
,(with someload shedding). This represents an improvement over current operating plant
.dcsigns.

A.4.10.1 Dedicated DC Power Supply

Tiiis item addresse'the use of a diverse DC power system such as an additional battery or fuel cell
fo,,r the putrposc of providing motive power to certain components. Conceptually a fuel cell or
separatc battry could be used to power a DC motort/t/pump combination and provide high
p pressure RPV injection and containmnent cooling. With proper starting controls such a system
c€ould be sized to provide several days capability.

P'roviding a separate DC powered high pressure injection capability has a benefit of further
* reduzcing the. station blackout and loss of offsite power event risks which represent about 75% of

the total CDF, but only a small fraction of the ,ilsite risk. If the effective unavailability of the
RC:I(; is reduced byta factor of 10 due to the availability (f a diverse system, one benefit would be
similar to adding a power supply for feedwater (Subsection A.4.9.2) and the benefit would be
.IH)uIl 0).069 person-rem.

£.4.11 ATW*S Capabidity

Tih c* (`urrent AIiWR design provides improvements in containment heat removal and detection of
ATWS events tolinit the impact of this class of events. The PRA indicates that ATWS events
,,n tribute about 0.1 Tx of the core d(amage frequent-cy (Table A-2) and about 17% of the ollsite

risk (C(ise 9).
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A.4.1 1.1 ATWS Sized Vent

This modification would bc available to remove reactor heat from ATWS events in addition to
severe accidents and Class .1 events. It would be similar to the containment rupture disk (which is
currently sized to pass reactor power consistent with that generated during RCIC injection), but it
would be of the larger size required to pass the additional steam associated with L1PFL injection.
The system would need to be manually initiated.

The benefit of this venting concept is to prevent core damage and to reduce the source term
available for release following ATWS events. The evaluation shows that an ATWS sized vent
manually initiated with a 100% reliability would have a maximum benefit of reducing the offsite
(lose by aMtiO.03 person-rem by reassigning the consequences from Case 9 to Case 1.

A£4.2 Seismic Capabity

The current ABWR is designed for a Safe Shutdown Earthquake of 0.3g acceleration. The seismic
margins analysis (Appendix 191 of* the ABWR SSAR) addresses the margins associated with the

Y seismic design and concludes that there is a 95% confidence that existing equipment has less
than a 5% pr0bability of failure at twice the SSE le'vel. Thiscapability is considered adequate for
the At.WR design and no additional changes are considered..

A.4.13 System:Simplification

This item-is intend. to address .ystem simplificationin by the elimination of unnecessary
interlocks, aul'matic.initiation of manual actions or redundancy as a means to reduce overall
plant risk."§Elimination )f seismic and pipe whip restraints is included in the concept.

Wh•ile there are several -examples of redundant systems. valves and features on the ABWR design
which could.conceivably be.simplified, there are several areas in which the ABWR design already

ihaýs been improved and simplified, especially in the area of controls and logic. System
ititeractions during accidents were included in this category. One area was identified in which
simple modification of an existing system could provide some benefit.

C.4.13.1 Reactor Buildumg Sprays

This c*mon* pt would use the firewater sprays in the reactor building to mitigate releases of fission
produt ts into the reactor buildinig following an accidlent. The concept would require additional
Valves and.nozzlcs, separate from the fire protection fusible links, to spray in areas vulnerable to
•release, su'ch as near the containment overpressure relief* line ro uting.
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S "he benefit of this. modification Could be to reduce the impact of events which do not involve the
operation of the containment rupture disk. Such events release fission products from the
S containmcnt into the reactor building. Releases from normal containment leakage and cases 3,
6, 7, M and case 9 sequences could potentially be reduced. If 10% of these releases from these
cases were arbitrarily mitigated by this method, the benefit would be about 1.7E-04 person-rem.

A.4.14 Core Retention Devices

C'ore retention features are incorporated into the ABWR Design. As discussed in Subsection
I 9E.2.2(paragraph FS) of the ABWR SSAR, if a severe accident has resulted in a loss of RPV
integrity, accident management guidance specifies that drywell sprays be initiated which will
cause the suppression pool to overflow into the lower drywell after a few hours and quench the
debris bed. After the molten core has been quenched, no further ablation of concrete is
expected and the decay heat can be removed by normal containment cooling methods such as
suppression pool cooling. If sprays can not be initiated, the Lower Drywell Flooder System
described in Subsection 9.5.12 of the AlWR SSAR cools a debris bed by flooding over the molten
core in the lower drywell with water from the suppression pool. This system is similar to the Post
Accident Flooding concept included in Reference A-4. One additional concept from Reference
A-4 is included.:

£..41.4.1 Flooded Rubble Bed

This concept consists.of a bed of refractory pebbles which fill the lower drywell cavity and are
o ..... (ll.Ieih.wi'Wwater: The bed impedes the flow of molten corium and increases the available heat

*. ransfler area which enhances debris coolability. The use of thoria (ThO2) pellets in a multiple
layer geomctry ias ben shown to stop melt penetration; thus, preventing core-concrete
interaction.I.:Drawbacks to using thorium dioxide include cost, toxicity, and the radiological
impact ofradon gas release into the low'r drywell via the radioactive decay of thorium. Other
refractories such as alumina slow corium penetration but may fail to stop core-concrete contact.
Other refractories may be susceptible to chemical attack by the corium and may melt at lower
temperatures.: Pebbles composed of refractories other than thoria also may be susceptible to
floating-because theyhave lower density than the corium. A major drawback common to all
.lohld n'bble bedcore retention systems is the need for-further experimental testing in order to
%ralidate tile concept in .BWR applications.

The be:ncfit of this modif-ation lies in the potential elimination of core-concrete interaction and
a correspo nding decrea n non-condensable gas generation. Attachment 19EC to Appendix
19E of the ABWR SSAR indicates a 90% certainty that debris on a concrete floor covered with

" wtmr will'hbe coolable in the current ABWR design.

)nly sequences in which no liquid inijection to the drywell occurs will result in core-concrete
interaction. A conservative estimate of the benefit of this concept over the existing design would
he climination of sequences with core-concrete interaction except those with containment
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cooling failure. A review of Subsection 19E.2 of the ABWR SSAR indicates that this would efrect
abut I % of Cases 1. 6 and 7. This corresponds to about 0.001 person-rem averted.

A.5 COST IMPACTS OF POTENTIAL MODIFICATIONS

Ais distussed in Subsection A.1.3.1, rough order of magnitude costs were assigned to each
* modification bascd on the costs of systems detcrmined by GE. These costs represent the
*' incremental costs that would be incurred in a new plant rather than Costs that would apply on a

lIackfit basis. Credit for the onsite costs averted by the modification are discussed in Subsection
A. 1.3.2. For each modification which reduces the core damage frequency an estimate of the
impact was made and then applied to the potential averted offsite cost. This section summarizes
.thle cost I•a.sis f*Yr- eneh-of:the modification evaluated in Secton A.4. This. basis is generally the
cost estimate less the credit for onsite averted costs. Table A-6 summarizes the results.

The costs were hiascd on the low side, but all known or reasonably expected cosLs were accounted
IfOr in order that a reasonable assessment of the minimum cost would he obtained. Actual plant

costs are expected th be higher thanindicate iin this evaluation. All costs are referenced to 1991
U.S. dollars based on changes in the Consumer Price Index.

5.1 Accident M"a ament "

£A5. 1.1 Sevcre6Accident EPGs/AMGs

The cost ciextcndn ng the EIGs would be largely a one-time cost which should be prorated over
several jilts if accompIliecshed by the BWRO(;. (Current industry activity is addressing this as part
,f Accidlntt Management (;uidelines (AM(;). if plant S`i:ific, symptom bawsd, severe accident
einergency procedures were to be prepared based on AMGs, the cost would be at least $600,000
f(ir plant spccific modifications to E(.)l's.

A.5.!.2 Computer- Aided Instrumentation

• Adtitioalsoftware and developnent costs associted. With ,difin. existing Safety Nlant Display
.Systs a're.estimatfedto cost at least $600,000 for a new plant. This estimate is based on assumed
Mladliti, ns .of isolatiotn.devices to transmit data to the con *puter and in-plant wiring. Because this
motdificati(on revducs the frequency of core damage evenls, a prcscnt worth of $400 onsite costs
arc avertcd and the cost basis is $s.9,600.
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A.5.1.3 Improved Maintenance Procedures/Manuals

The cost ofat least $300,000 would be required to identify components which should receive
enhanced maintenance attention and to prepare the additional detailed procedures or
recoJmmended information beyond that currently planned. Credit for reduction in onsite costs
reduces the cost basis to $299,000.

A.5.2 Decay Heat Removal

A.5.2.1 Passive High Pressure System

The cost of,, additional high pressure system f. r core cooling would be extensive since it would
not only require additional system hardware which would cost at least $1,200,000, but it would
also require additional building costs for space available for the system. Assuming the system
could.be located~in the reactor building without increasing its height, building costs are estimated
to he another $550,000. The credit f(r averted onsite costs is about $6,000 which brings the cost
hasis to $1,744,000.

A-5.2.2 improved Depressurization

The cost of the additional logic changes, pneumatic supplies, piping and qualification was
estimated for the GE.SSAR 1I design (Reference A-I). A similar cost would be expected for the
ABWR design. The (,st, is estimated to he at least $600,000 for an improved system forp res~sUrzation. T•his estimate assumes no building space increase for the added equipment.

The credit for averctcdonsite costs was evaluated to be $1,400 which makes the cost basis
$598,600o.

A.5.2.3 Suppression Pool Jockey Pump

The cost of an additional small pump and associated piping is estimated at more than $60,000
t* including installation of the equipme.nt. It is assumed that increases in power supply capacity and
.buildigspace arenotrequired. Controls and associated wiring could cost an additional $60.000
fOr a ttotal cost of at least $120,000. A credit of $200 for averted onsite costs makes the cost basis

A.5.2.4 Safety Reated CondensathgeSt Trua sm.ra

.2stiSatifg they cost of upgrading the UST strugture to withstand scsin events requires a deailed

structural analysis and resultant material. It isjudged that the final cost increase would be in
excess (f $1,000,000. No credit f*,r onsite ()st averted waws assumcd for this modification.
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A.5.3 Containment Capability

A.5.3.1 Larger Volume Containment

l)ouhling tile containment volume requires ,n increase in 'he concrete and rebar. If structural
Costs of the containment can be m.ade If(r $1,200/ft', doubling the containment volume without
increasing its height, the cost would he at least $8,000,000. This estimate does not include
reanalysis and other documentation costs. Since this modification is mitigative, no credit lo.
onsite averted costs was assumed.

A.5.3.2 Increased Containment Pressure Capacity

The cost ola stronger containment design would be similar in magnitude to increasing its size
(Subsection A.5.3. I). If the costs are primarily due to denser rebar required during installation
and additional analysis, an estimate olat least $12,000,000 could be required. Since this
modification is mitig-ative., no credit fo(r onsite averted costs was assumed.

A.5.3.3 Improved Vacuum Breakers

The cost.of redundant vacuum hre'akers including installation and hardware is estimated at more
than $ 10,000 per line. Instrumentation a-sociated with this modification is not included. For the
eight lincs the cost o(f this modification is more than $100,000. Since this modification is
rlitigat;VC, no credit for onsite averted costs was assumed.

A.5.3.4 Improved Bottom Penetration Design

Tile cost increase of using a stainless or inconel transition piece as opposed to carbon steel would
he expected to be: small in comparison to the engi.neering and documentation change costs

lciated with the change. Costs, associated with external welds and support for the CRDs is
,. Ito bJe at least $100() per drive. In addition, ,hx)ut $500,000 of analysis would be required
levelop the changes,. This would dominate the cost of this modification when applied to all

205 drives. Such changes are estimated to be at least $750,000.

Since this modification is mitigative, no credit for averted onsite costs applies.

A-5.4 Containment Heat Removal

A.5.4.1 Larger Volume Suppression Pool

This concept would result in similar c()sts x% item Suhsection A.5.3.1 fOr providing a larger
Ii ,)ain m. n t. An cstimate f $8,000,000 I., assigned to this item.

A.5.5 Containment Atmosphere Mass Removal
k5.5.1 Low Flow Filtered Vent
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The cost of added equipment associated with the FILTRA system (excluding a test program) was
estimated to be about $5,000,000 in Reference A-4. Although a detailed estimate was not
prepared flor the AMWR, an estimate of $3,000,000 has been assumed for the purpose of this
evaluationl.

Since ' ,iis modification is mitigative, no credit for averted onsitc costs applies.

A.5.6 Combustible Gas Control

No Jidclitional modifications to the ABWR were idenified in this group.

A-5.7 Containment Spray Systems

A.5.7.1 DryweU Head Flooding

An additional line to flood the drywell head using existing firewater piping would be a relatively
inexpensive addition to the current system. Instrumentation and controls to permit manual
Xontrol frOmn the control room would be needed. It is estimated that the total modification cost
would hc.at least $100,000 for the engineering, piping,. valves and cabling...

I1'keause this modification is mitigative, no credit for averted onsite costs has been applied.

A.5.8 Prevention Concepts:

A.5.8. 1 Additional Service Water Pump

The use of diverse instrumentation would not presumably have a signilicant equipment cost, but
there would bei an increased cost of maintenance and spare parts due to less interchangeability
and less standardization of procedures.

These costs, .however, are probably low in comparison with the extra support systems for air
supply and service w-4cr. Equipment, power supplies and structural changes to include these new
.ystcins are *estimated to cost at least $6,000,000. A small credit for averted onsite Costs makes the
, t)st ba.sis IOr this item $5,999,000, based on the benefits discussed in Subsections A.4.1.3 and
A.5-. 1.3.
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* A.5.9 AC Power Supplies

A.5.9.1 Steam-Driven Turbine Generator

The cost of the system should be similar to that for the RCIC system, but additional cost would be
nceded for structural changes to the reactor building plus the generator and its controls. This
item is expected to cost at least $6,000,000.

With credit for avertecd on.ite costs, the cost basis for this item becomes $5,994,300.

A.5.9.2 Alternate Pump Power Source

A typical feedwater pump for an ABWR sized plant could require a 4000 kWe sized generatoi, at
$300 per kWr, a separate diesel generator and the supporting auxiliaries could cost at least
SI .200,000. This. r(ost would include wiring and installation of the alternate generator, but does
not assuume. additional structural costs.

With crcdit for averted onsite cost-s, the cost basis for this item becomes $1,194,000.

A.5.10 DC Power Supplies

A.5. 10.1 Dedicated DC Power Supply

Fuel cells are largely a developmental technology, at least in the large. size range required for this
-application. In addition the process involves some risk of fire. To address these concerns a cost
of at least $6,000,000 would be expected. A separate battery would be-less-expnrnsive than fuel
cells. but would involve additional space requirements which could make this modification more
expensive .than adding a diesel generator as discussed in Subsection A.5.9.2.

i A battery bank capable of supplying 400 kWe would be about 50 times larger in capacity than the
encrgenc-y batteries. This number of batteries would require at least 5,000 ft' of space, assuming
.ex. tensive stacking and without concern for seismic response. At $500/ft' construction cost, the

additional space required would amount to $2,500,000 for this modification. Additional costs
would bc requircd for DC pumps, cabling and instrumentation and controllers. A total cost
won ld( be at least $3,000.000.
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A.5.11 ATWS Capability

A.5.1 1.1 ATWS Sized Vent

Iarg'r piping and additional training would be required to extend the existing rupture disk
lealure to he available during an AfI''S event. Additional instrumentation and cabling would be
rcquired to make the vent opperahlc frown the control room. It is estimated that the incremental

.c!st wE• ld I W at lc-Lt $300,000.

A.5.12 SeLsni. Capability

No-modifications were considered fi,r this group.

A.5.13 System Simplification

Af5.13.1 Reactor Building Sprays

The- of)st (f'this moidification is judged to be similar to the concept of drywell head flooding
(".u..•,.tiwon A.5.5. 1) .if it ;nly involves piping and valves Which are tied into the firewater system.
An estn i"tof' $1O0 000"o 'c.i. assigne dI to this iten. ..

( )Iisiw mp c."tio'iipi cqsLSalsko could be afflcted by this moclification. If the cleanup costs were
Cliininatel .a.an lverl csd St wLould CoIservatively he about $5,000.

£:;A5.14 Core Retention Devices

A.5.14.1 Hooded Rubble Bed

Rr-'erence A-4 estimated that the refractory material needed for this modification would cost
.' :approximately $1.000/lb. If the l()wer dryweil were filled with about 1.5 ft of this material, which

w(ould remain well below thc service platform, at least 1250 ft3 of material would be required. If it.weigh s. 15 Ib/ft ; the material cost alone would amount to $18,750,000.

A£6 E'VALUATION OF POTENTIAL MODIFICATIONS

A ranking oft the modifications by S/person-rem averted is showni in Table A-7 based on the
rcsult s and .estimates provided in Secti(os A.4 and A.5.

The lo)west c,•st/persim-rem averted modification is miore than 1600 times the target criteria of
SI .001) per pers(n-rcin averted. (Clearly none of the modifications istjustifiable on the hasis of
t st.s 1')r pt-ersi n-rein averted. This can be atrihutcd to the low prohahility (o' core damage in the
AIBWR with the modifications to reduce risk already installed.
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A.7 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

Potentially attractive modifications were identified from previous evaluations of potential
prevention and mitigation concepts applicable during severe accidents and discussion with the
NRC staff. Potential modifications were reviewed to select those which are applicable to the
ABWR design and which have not already been implemented in the design. Of these
modifications, twenty one were selected for additional review.

The low level of risk in the ABWR is demonstrated by the total 60 year offsite exposure risk of
0.269 person-reim. At this level only modifications which cost less than $269 can be justified.

....... Based on this low-level no modifications are justified for the ABWR. Based on. the PRA results,
none Of the modifications provided a substantial improvement in plant safety.

A.8 REFERENCES

A-I Evaluation of Proposed Modifications to the GESSAR 11 Design, NEDE 30640
(lProprietary),June 1984.

A-2 Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement -Limerick Generating Station, Units I
and 2, NUREG-0974 Supplement, August 16, 1989

A-3 Issuance of Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement- Comanche Peak Steam
:Electric Station, Units I and 2, NUREG 0775 Supplement, December 15, 1989

A-4 Surveyof the:State of the Art in Mitigation Systems, NUREG/CR-3908, R&D Associates,
)ecembher 1985

A-5 Assessment of Severe Accident Prevention and Mitigation Features, NUREG/CR4920,
Brookhaven National Laboratory,.July 1"38.

A-6 Design and Feasibility of Accident Mitigation Systems for Light Water Reactors,
NUREG/CR4025, R&D Associates, August 1985

A-7 Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for Five US Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG 1150,
January 1991.

A-8 Technical (;uidance for Siting Criteria Devclopment, NUREG/CR-2239, Sandia National
•L aboratories. December 1982.
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Table A-I
Radiological Consequences of ABWR Accident Sequences

Whole Body Cumulative Exposure
Probability Exposure, 50 mile Risk

Case (Event/year)* (person-rem) (per-rem/60 yr)

NCL 1.3E4)7 9.60E3 0.075

1 2.1E-0)8 1.38E4 0.017

2 7.8E- II 8.33E3 0.00004

3 ...... 0 3.71 E5 0.000

4 0 2.06E5 0.000

5 7.5E-12 9.34E4 0.00004

6 3.1E-12 2.42E6 .0.0004

7 .. 9•I) 2.73E6 0,064

8. 4.1 E.- 10 3.20E6 0.079

9 1.7F-10 3.31E6 0.034

Total: 0.269

*:Sequences with prohabilites of occurrence less
and speculative.

than I E-9 per year are considered remote
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Table A-2
Core Damage Frequency Contributors*

Event Sequence

I IniL %
Event IA IBI 1B2 lB1 ID 1 IHID IV Total ConL

S%.ran 1.1E-08 4.3E-10 9.5E-13 1.1E-08 7.3

T*hrtmir 6.8E-0¶) 2.7E-I0 5.7E-I 7.1E-09 4.5
Trip

SI.~Ilhti4ln !.8E-018 7.1E-lb 1.1E-I I 1.9E-08 11.9

1.0)0142 4.1E4-) 1.5E--I1 4.2E-IS 4.1-E49 2.6

LOOP. 2:44)9, 9.6E- 12 1.4E-12 2.4E-09 1.5

1,)OIPH+ 5.8.-10 I.IE4Y)) 6.OE- I! 1.7F-09 1.1

SB112 fI.6E-12 6.7F)8 6.7E-08 42.9

SB )8 2.6E-08 2.6E-08 16.7

MIOX+ 1.5E-08 8.9E-I0 1.6E-08 10.3

IORV I.I 4.) 2.0E-10 9.5E-13 1.3E-W.) 0.8

S1 I 2.5E-I10 2.5E-E0 0.2

A'I'V'S 1__._I.5E-10 1.5E.1- 0.1

[i0TAl. 4 4E-U8 2.(Eq)8 1.5E-O8 .I.--bo1 7.OE418 L.IE-i() 2.5E-01 1.5E.10 1.57E4)7 i00

... Offsie Release. Group ______-_

-. LCHP SBRC LCL.P LtHRC LBLC. ATWS TotalCaic

Ca.se I 3.4E.) 7.!)E-lO I.fiE-08 5.1E-I I I 2.0E-08

__ __ 2 -_ _ ._____ 7.8E-I. 7.8E-I I
{ 4• 1.3 F- 1"2 .-. 1.3E-12

(C.Lw. 4 0

(.5Le5 6.3E-12 fi6E-12

i . 1.2E-10." 1.2E-10

a.e .7 1.1E-l0 2.6E-10 .1.70E-I0

C LU! 8 2.1-10 2.1E-10

{(ZI.Me 9 IiIE-12 i.SE-10 1.5E-10

NCI. (N) 4.0E-U8 1.5E.48 8.oE-08 2.0E-10 1.4E-07

r(Iai 4.4E-)8 1.('iE48 9.6E4)8 .IE-12 2.5E-10 1.5E-10 1.57E-47

.1 '( •(irill. 'K. 28 I I 10.3 6I1.4 0(.122 0.2. (. I l00

" SAM I)A. ;ncludc both prcvcnhivc ldfl(I minigativc design altcrnativcs
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Table A-3
Modifications Considered

Modification 'Category
I ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

a. Severe Accident El'P;s/AMGs 2
b. Computer Aided Instrumentation 2

c. Improved Maintenance Procedures/Manuals 2
d. Preventive Maintenance Features 4
e. Improved Accident Management Instrumentation 4
f. Remote. Shutdown Station I
g. Security System 1
h. Simulator Training for Severe Accident 4

2. RE, A(,TrOR I)ECAY HEAT REMOVAL
a. Passive High Pressure System 2
1). Improved Depressurization 2
c. Suppression PoolJockey Pump 2
fd. ImprovedI igh Pressure Sy.tems I

c. Additional Active High Pressure System
. .fipproved lLow.PrcssureSy-stem (Firepump) l
-g. Dedicated Suppression Pool.Cooling 1
h. Safety Related Condensate Storage Tank 2Ii i. 16 ho'ur Station Blackout Injection 4
j. Improved Recirculation Model 4

3. CONTAINMENT CAPABILITY

a. Larger Volume Containment 2
1). Increased Containment Pressure Capacity 2
". Improved Vacuum Breakers 2

[ d. Inctrca~sed Temperature Margin for Seals 1
c. Improved Leak Detection I
'. Suppression Pool Scrubbing I

g. Improved Bottom Penetration Design ... 2
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Table A-3 (Continued)

Modification Category
4. (;ONTAINMENT HEAT REMOVAL

a. Larger Volume Suppression Pool 2
b. (;UW Decay Heat Removal I
c. High Flow Suppression Pool Cooling 1
d. Passive Overpressure Relief 1

5. CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE MASS REMOVAL
a.. High.fLJow Unfiltered Vent 3
h. High Flow Filtered Vent 3
c. Low Flow Vent (Filtered) 2
d. Low Flow Vent (Unfiltered)

6. COMBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL
a. Post.Accident Inerting System 3
b. HydrogenConrol byVenting .. 3
c. Preinerting I
d. Ign~itionSystems 3
e Fi re'Suppression System Incrting 3

7. (( .)NTA'INMENT SPRAY SYSTEMS
a. I)ryweli Head Flooding 2
1. Containment Spray Augmentation

8. PREVENTION CONCEt'TS
a. Additional Service Water Pump 2
h. Improved Operating Response

c. Diverse Injection System 4
d. Operating Experience Feedback I
e. Improved MSIV/SRV Design I

9. A(; P',T.R SUPPLIES

a. Steam Driven Turbine Generator 2
b. Alternate Pump Power Source 2
c. Deleted
d. Additional Diesel (, ncratorI
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Table A-3 (Continued)

Modification Category
9. (Continued)

e. Increased Electrical Divisions I
f. Improved Uninterruptag.4 . Power Supplies I
g. AC Bus Cross-ties I
h. Gas Turbine I
i. Dedicated RHR (bunkered) Power Supply 4

--10. DC(PiWER.SUPPLII-S

a. Decdicated DC Power Supply 2
b. AdditionalBatteries/Divisions 4

:c. Fuel Cells 4
cd. l)C Cross-ties 1
c. Extended Station Blackout Provisions I

A11, AI'S •APABILITY

it. ATWS Sized Vent 2
;b. I in proved ATWS -Capability

12. SEIISMIC*CAPABILFITY

a. Increased-Seismic Margins :
-. Inicgral Basemat 3

13. SYSTEM SIMPLIFICATION

ta. Reactor Building Sprays 2
h. System Sinplification .
c., Reduction in Reactor Bldg Flooding

14. (X)0 E RETENTIOND [EVICES
a. Flooded Rubble Bed 2

1h. Reactor Cavity Flooder I
c. Basaltic Cements I
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Table A-4
Modifications Evaluated

I

I

1. Accident Management Ia. Severe Accident EPGs/AMGs

lb. Computer Aided Instrumentation

Ic. Improved Maintenance Procedures/Manuals

2. Decay Heat Removal 2a. Passive High Pressure System

2h. Improved Depressurization

2c. Suppression Pool Jockey Pump

2d. Safety Related Condensate Storage Tank

3. (;ontainment Capability 3a. Larger Volume Contain.nent

3h. Increased Containment PressureCapability

3c. Improved Vacuum Breakers

3d. Improved Bottom Head Penetration Design

4. Conlaian~nit Heat 4a. Larger Volume Suppression Pool
Removal,

5. Containnen Atmosphere 5a.• Low Flow Filtered Vent
(;s Removal

7. Containment Spray 7a. Drywell Head Flooding

8. 'revention ConcepLu 8a. Additional Service Water Pump
9. AC Power. Suppies. 9a. Steam Driven Turbine Generator

9b. Alternate Pump Power Source

10. D)C Power Supplies I Oa. Dedicated DC Power Supply

11. ATWS Capability I Ia. ATWS Sized Vent

13. S)-stem Simplification 13a. Reactor Building Sprays

14(:01-e Retention Devices 14a. Flooded Rubble Bed

________________________________________________________________________ .5
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Table A-5
Summary of Benefits

Averted Risk

Potential Improvement Person-rem

I a. Severe Accident EPGs/AM(;s 1.5E-2

lb. Computer Aided Instrumentation L.OE-2
Ic. Inproved Maintenance Procedures/Manuals 1.6E-2
2a. l'a.ssive High Pressure System 6.9E-2
2b. Improved Iepressurization .4.2E-2

2c.. Suppression PooIJockeyPumnp 0.2E-2
2d. Safety Related Condensate Storage Tank 1.OE-2
la. Larger Volume Containment 15E-2
3h. Increascid Containment Pressure Capability 16E-2

3c. l m pr oVeCd Vacu urn Breakers 0.004E-2
3d'. lmnprovCd Bottomn Head Penetration Design . .. 5.7E-2
Ua. l..arger Vo)lumc.Suppression Pool 0.02E-2
5a. t.Lw Flow Filftred VCnt .. 1.4E-2
7a. Hl)ryweilHad:Floodi fig 6. .. 0&2
8a.. AdditiOnai.Se .ce Wiater Pump •.bE-2

'9a. Steam Driveiii Turbine Generator 5.2E-2

9b. Alternate Pui-p Power Source for high pressure systems 6.9E-2
I Oa. Dedicatcd DC Power Supply 6.9E-2

I I a. ATWS Siz'd Vent 3.OE-2

!3a. Reactor Building Sprays 1.7E-2
.14a;. Flooded Rubble Bed 0.1 E-2.

I

I

......... I-,
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Table A-6
Summasy of Costs

Estimated Minimum
CostPotential Imp-ovement

ha. SCvcrc Accident EI'Gs/ANI(;s 600,000
lb. (i,mnputcr Aided listrirmncrCtatior $ 599,600

It. Impro)ved Nfai n tiflctn r lrtncdures/Niantuals $ 299,(00(
2ai. I'.ssivr High..Prcssure Systcm $ 1,744,000

. h,,proved epressurizatin .... ....... $ 598,600 '

I2c. Suppression.P(,,l Jock,:y Puimp $ I9,8002d. SafetyRelatc1 ('ondensatc Storage Tarnk $ 1,000,000(i

3a. Li irgter V lumc ( contu' iimrnt $ 8,00)0,000

I1 .i c'.rt-rascd (f )1itamtn tent lrcssu re (Capability S 12,000,000

, . iprovcdVA';titmm IBreAkers 0()0.000L~~c ...... $ . . " + "' ")"::,+ .:.. .. " ....$ 750;)•0 ::4.0 :
-'Id d i n• ipro-vd ]-ot'o'rn H el I c ntiration Design .. 7.0,0.0
4;1. i.;rger Voluine Suppression'l l .: ... .. $ 8,000,000

5a. i .,w Flow Filtercd Vernt $ 3.000,0()0

".1a. Drywl He Flooding $ 100"000.

Kt' 'Ad dlitio n.i Service:, Water tP.u r"$ 5 9.9,00(0

.i..leman liven Turbinc (G;ciwratIor S 5,9914,300

9 1). Alirrnatc luinmp P)wer S<t )urc' $ 1,!.94,000

I Oa. l)cdi•c.tdIl)( Po)wer Slipply $ 3,000.000
I I it. ATW S Sii.cl Vent .. 3()(), ()

R3 k. Rc-at tor l:icding Sprays I 10,000

I'Ia.It t-ldtI ",~.u hhle ~(I,' $ S8, 750.,0()0
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Table A-7
Summary of Results

Cost (.'/Person-
rem AvertedModification

1;l. I)rywt:ll I icad Flooding $1,667

i3.a. Rcact( r Bu ilding Sprays $5,882

I I&a. ATWS SiA-d Vent $10,000

3i. I l~liroved Bottom I'enctratuim Dcsign $13,158

..2h,.. tprrovedl-)prcssurizaion $14,252

91). Alternate PIump Power Source $ 17.304

imprtwv Md ai 1intcn;an ctP:J r o'edires/Maniuals.. $18,688
2a. Ia ssive High, Pressure SN.Iem '$25,275

Ia. Sevcrc Ac i(IctLt EPl(s $40,000

I O)a. I)cdiKatcd Y)C lower Sipply $43,478

a .I .atgkcr .Vt\limc ( ;CmtaiLimrit 5 $53,333

21 . Suppression.l W ) J( hinke iump $59,990
-I h ( +m lp uto r A ~id ec I list r t1 l11r ,l t +tti<•n .$ 5 9t,9 6 0•

* 3b. lnuircas,'d(o ( iji, i incmirt P're's.urc ( +dpdCit~y -...... . . 75(1")() r

d*.u .Satcty Rtv laLtd Co.dcnswSitrage Tank $110,0()
91.) St%.m i )riven Turbinw (;c'nerator' $115,275

!).I. 1.(,w Flow Filtered Vent $214,286

Ka. %dditionmal Service Wat*r Pump $374,938
3 t. nI prFOVed Vacuutm Breakers $2,500,000

I 4a. Flooded Rubble ltc Bd. $18,750,000

.4;1 I .urg•' Volumte .Sipprcscioi P"oIo $4Po.)ol,0()
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